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The Three-Day Forecast 

Today: Rain, 
High 45, Low 28 

Saturday: Partly cloudy, 
High 45, Low 33 
Sunday: Sunny, 
High 38. Low 31 
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Former women’s 

hoops star Niki Reid 
(CAS '93) returns to the 
Hilltop as assistant 

coach. See her profile in 
Sports, page 8. 

«It’s Valentine’s Day 
...do you have a 
secret valentine? To find 
out, check out the Love 

Notes in the Guide, 
page 4G. 

On this day of love, 

Preeya Noronha 
emphasizes the 
importance and beauty 
of chastity in our society. 
See Viewpoint, page 5.       
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Former GU Employee Files 
Sexual Harrassment Suit 
By KATRINA MrrcHeLL 
Hoya Starr Writi:r 
  

Former Georgetown employee Monica Estes filed a lawsuit 
against the university Feb. 12, charging that the university 
discriminated against her because of her gender and preg- 
nancy. 

The suit, filed in the United States District Court for the 
District of Columbia, claims the university failed to rectify a 
sexually hostile work environment in which Estes’ job re- 
sponsibilities were removed when she returned from mater- 
nity leave. The suit names Estes’ boss, Earnest Porta, as a 

defendant in the suit. 
Citing poor performance on an assignment to create a 

spreadsheet analyzing bank service charges, Georgetown 
terminated Estes’ employment Dec. 20, 1996. 

Hired in 1991 as the Executive Assistant to the Controller, 
Estes received excellent evaluations and was promoted to the 
Cash Manager in the Division of Financial Affairs in 1992. 
When Porta became Estes’ supervisor in June, 1995, she 
began to experience situations in which she was allegedly 
being sexually harassed, according to the lawsuit. Porta is 
Vice President and Treasurer of Treasury Services. 

After alerting Georgetown personnel of the problem and 
receiving no response, she sought legal counsel to charge that 
Georgetown violated the Civil Rights Act, D.C. Human 
Rights Act, Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 and the 
D.C. Family and Medical Leave Act. 

Executive Director of Communications Sandra Hvidsten 
said the university policy prohibits her from discussing cur- 
rent court cases. However, she did say the university handles 
sexual assault cases extremely seriously. 

“There is a formal process for people to go through at the 
university,” she said. “We provide guidance [programs] and 
counseling through the Office of Affirmative Action.” 

Maria Morocco, assistant legal counsel to Estes, said, “The 
important thing is for Monica to get on with her life and get 
compensated for the harm to her professional reputation as 
well as the emotional and physical distress she suffered. The 
sooner this is resolved, the better. However, we are prepared 
to proceed with the court process.” 

Lynne Bernabei, Estes’ lawyer, filed a 15-page complaint 
for declaratory, injunctive and monetary relief and jury de- 
mand. The complaint outlines the instances in which Estes’ 
rights were allegedly violated. 

Porta allegedly made numerous sexist comments and ges- 
tures to Estes, particularly regarding her pregnancy. These 

included instances in which he insulted her by calling her 
“imperious” and “haughty,” screamed that he was “sick and 
fucking tired” of her attitude, and ordered her to work out of 
her home until she began her maternity leave. During a 
business trip to Boston, according to the lawsuit, he punched 
her in the arm in the presence of banking representatives. 

Porta would not comment on the story and said that he had 
not yet seen a copy of the suit. 

When Estes returned from her maternity leave in March 
1996, Porta allegedly relieved her of her major duties and then 
assigned her several loosely defined long-term projects. Porta 
reviewed Estes’ performance for the first time in June 1996 
and wrote a negative evaluation. Because of the negative 
performance appraisal, Porta only awarded Estes a 2-percent 
pay increase, Morocco said. 

“These performance evaluations that criticized her work 
were not substantiated,” Morocco said. “The behavior re- 
ported was not supported by her actual performance. They 
were essentially phonies written in an attempt to push her out 
of her job.” 

Colin Duffy and Michael Murphy, treasury analysts whom 
Porta hired in August 1995, were also cited in the complaint 
for what Estes believed was their. demeaning behavior toward 
women. 

Duffy allegedly posted pictures of semi-clad women around 
his work area in the Budget Office and accessed adult Internet 
sites from Estes’ computer. When Estes reported this to 

Network Administrator Omar Chacon, he investigated Duffy’s 
conduct and found it to be inappropriate, according to the 
lawsuit. 

Porta purposely reprimanded Duffy in front of Estes and 
suggested later that he did so to make Estes aware that if she 
were engaging in such behavior herself, she too, would be in 
trouble. 

“Mr. Porta’s baseless suggestion that Ms. Estes was ac- 
cessing pornography on the Internet was offensive and de- 
meaning, and his conduct toward her constituted retaliation 
for her reporting Mr. Duffy’s inappropriate and unauthorized 
use of his computer at work,” Bernabei said. 

Estes charged in the lawsuit that in a meeting with her, 
Porta and Dufty, Murphy made an embarrassing and humili- 
ating comment to her. When she opened a window and 
complained that she was warm, he said, “Since you are doing 
such a good job teaching, and since you seem to know how to 

“gethot, maybe you can teach us how to get a girl hot.” ; 
Estes said she thought that Georgetown would be more 

See SUIT, p. 2 

WGTB Receives Airtime in Dining Halls 
Agreement Will Let Campus Radio Station Be Heard Two Times a Week in Marriott 

By RanDy JAMES 
Hoya Stair Writkr 
  

Because of an agreement this week 

between Auxiliary Services and the Geor- 
getown University Student Association, 
WGTB radio will be broadcast in Darnall 
and New South dining halls starting this 
week. 

Auxiliary Services Executive Director 
Margie Bryant said the campus radio 
station will be broadcast in response to a 
survey taken last week in campus dining 
halls asking students to select which 
radio stations they would like to hear 
during meals. 
WGTB was among the top four sta- 

tions selected, according to the survey, 
and will be broadcast Sundays and 
Wednesdays in New South, and Mon- 
days and Thursdays in Darnall. 

This agreement comes six months af- 
ter station officials started requesting 
play time in the dining halls, said WGTB 
General Manager Matt Schmidt (COL 
'99). Schmidt attributes the delay to 

Marriott’s concerns that the station lacked 
a variety of music programming. 

“We're the most diverse radio station 

in Washington,” Schmidt said. “I don’t 

understand what more they could want.” 
Schmidt said an initiative taken by 

GUSA was what finally convinced 
Marriott to broadcast the station. “We're 
very appreciative of GUSA’s work,” said 
Schmidt, “they put a lot of pressure on 
Marriott.” A petition requesting more 
playtime for WGTB circulated by four 
GUSA representatives gathered more 
than 1,000 signatures. 

The broadcast arrangement will last 
for two weeks. while Auxiliary Services 
will continue surveying diners about their 
musical tastes. 

Bryant said that if WGTB continues to 
be popular, its air time will be increased. 
“We want to support our on-campus 

radio. but we also want to serve our 
customers,” Bryant said, adding “we 
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While WGTB may be a few feet away, it still will not be broadcast in Fast Break. 
  don’t want to turn anyone away from the 

dining halls” because of unpopular mu- 
sic. 

Although Schmidt called the most re- 

cent arrangement “‘a great start.” he saic 
the agreement still has plenty of room for 
improvement. Another of his goals is tc 

have WGTB broadcast in the Fast Break 
section of the Leavey Center. 

“There’s no reason why we’re not 

playing in Leavey, especially since the 

station is right there.” Schmidt said. re- 
ferring to WGTB’s studio overlooking 
Fast Break. 

Schmidt said the station has had 
trouble broadcasting in Fast Break be- 
cause employees in the nearby Leavey 

Administration Office, where Leavey’s 
music selection is controlled. complain 
that they can’t hear their own music 
when they play WGTB. In order to play 

  

By Aaron Donovan 
Hoy STarF WRITER 

the campus station, they have asked that 
WGTB buy them a boombox for their 
own use, Schmidt said. 

“I’ve never heard of an office where 
music is so important during working 
hours,” Schmidt said, who added that 
the station is not planning on buying a 
radio for the office. “If they want to 
bring in their own, that’ s fine,” he 
said. 

Brown, Cronan Enter 

GUSA Race for President 
campus, working with the Advisory Neigh- 
borhood Commission to install lights off 

  

one minute past midnight. 

campus. 

it looks and operates.” 

paths,”   

Two tickets have announced their candi- 
dacy for the Georgetown University Student 
Association presidency and vice presidency. 

John Cronan (COL ’98) and Dan 

Leistikow (COL "98) made their announce- 
ment at about 9:50 p.m: last night, followed 
by Terra Brown (SFS ’98) and Austin Mar- 

tin (COL ’99) at about 10:20 p.m. The 
campaign officially begins next Friday at 

Cronan, chair of the GUSA assembly, 

said he would focus on three issues: fighting 
for student rights, protecting financial aid 
and working to improve safety on and off 

Brown, GUSA vice president, said her 
main goal was “reforming the way that GUSA 
operates. Going beyond the bylaws and com- 
mittee structures, we want to reform the way 

Cronan said safety was a “key issue.” 
“Every week we hear new horror stories,” he 

said. Cronan proposed installing lighted “safe 
increasing D.C. Police patrols off 

campus, installing campus phones outside 

dorms, installing card readers in Alumni 
Square and intercoms in Henle. 

“This year student rights have come into 
question like never before. Our plan is to 
establish us as a permanent voice in the 

community,” he said. Headded thathe would 
push for an on-campus polling station. “For 
too long the community has taken advantage 
of Georgetown because the students have 
not been politically active,” he said. 

Leistikow said he and Cronan would fo- 
cus on giving students a voice in the commu- 
nity, safety issues and-accessibility to finan- 
cial aid and slowing the rate of tuition in- 
crease. 

Brown said her campaign had not yet 

decided on specific areas to focus on. 
“We can talk about specifics later,” she 

said. 
She emphasized GUSA’s role as an advo- 

cate for students, while Martin noted that it 
was most effective when teamed up: with 
other student groups. 

See GUSA, ». 2 

  
TerraBrown (SFS 98), top, 

and John Cronan (COL 

'98), are the first to declare 

they are running for Presi- 

dent of the Georgetown 
University 

Association. 

By Aaron Davis 
Sreciar To rir Hoya 
  

The Georgetown University Student As- 
sociation and the Department of Auxiliary 
Services have nearly completed work ona 
proposed student debit card. 

This card would allow Georgetown stu- 
dents to combine existing ID cards (with 
Marriott meal plans and Munch Money), 
Credit Union debit cards, laundry and 
library services, and possibly other conve- 
niences into one unified account. 

Margie Bryant, executive director of 
Auxiliary Services, has worked in coop- 
eration with GUSA’s Student Services 
Committee, which is co-chaired by John 
Cronan (COL 98) and Chris Posteraro 

(SFS 99). They said they aim to create a 

card similar to that of American 
University’s “AmeriCard.” 

The new card may allow students to 

draw on a debit account for purchases at 
the Bookstore, all Corp businesses, Fast 
Break, Center Grill and many other cam- 
pus services. Bryant is the former director 
of Student Services at American Univer- 
sity where students can do everything 
from buy their books and eat dinner to call 
long-distance with one card and pin num- 
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Fire ravaged thishome at 3421 Prospect St. Wednesday night. No one was hurt 
in the fire, but the historic property sustained serious damage. 

Fire Wrecks Historic 

House on Prospect St. 
By Tatiana BONCAMPAGNI 
Hoya Starr WRITER   

__A fire ripped through a historic Geor- 
getown house on the 3400 block of Pros- 
pect Street Wednesday evening. No one 
was hurt in the blaze. 

Bill Moody, the owner of the damaged 
house on 3421 Prospect St., said he was 
planning to sell it, but the damage to the 
home would probably prevent that. “It is 

completely gutted,” he said. 
Several firefighters on the scene said 

the fire originated in the kitchen. After- 
ward, Fire Inspector Allen Lancaster said 

unofficially that the fire most likely origi- 
nated in the furnace. 

D.C. Fire Department Chief Ford said 
“the damage was contained mostly to the 
kitchen area and living room area, and 
extending to the second-floor bathroom.” 
Although the fire damage was kept to the 
back section of the house, the smoke 

damage was considerable. 

“It was a moderate to heavy fire be- 
cause of the heavy char in the wood area. 

The incendiary time was an hour or an 
hour and a half before it was actually 
discovered,” Ford said. 

The house is adjacent to former Sen. 
Claiborne Pell’s home. Moody said that 
his house was originally connected to the 
Pell mansion. 

Pell, who owns the mansion to the left 
of the house, said he was not in his home 
at the time of the blaze. 

“I didn’t see it, I was down the street 

at 35th and N,” he said while surveying 
the damage to hisneighbor’s house. Pell’s 
wife called Moody at his office to inform 
him of the fire. 

“Mrs. Margarie Marryweather Post 
had owned a house on the North Shore of 

ber. 
Leaders of several student organiza- 

tions that would benefit from the plan have 
expressed support for the new system. 

Greg Lourie (GSB 98), president of the 

Corp, said, “It’s a great idea. Any conve- 
nience, like the card, that will allow the 

students to better utilize the services that 
Georgetown has to offer will be benefi- 
cial.” 

However, there are a few obstacles pre- 
venting the immediate implementation of 

the proposal. First, several external com- 
panies must commit to providing their 
services to coordinate the various func- 
tions of the card. 

The “AmeriCard” requires the assis- 
tance of an outside security company to 
keep up-to-the-minute records ofactivated 
and lost cards. Likewise, the university 
will have to make an investment in the 
system by providing new ID cardreaders 
because the current system would be in- 
compatible with the debit card system. 

If a student loses a new card, he or she 
would have to report itimmediately. Who- 
ever found a student's card could poten- 
tially gain access the account balance. 
Because of this, the university would have 
to expand the hours ofits ID card replace- 

Long Island and Lady Lewis, the owner 
in the forties and fifties, had gottenall the 

millwork and the doors and the win- 
_ dows. everything from Mrs. Post’s house 

in New York and came down and recon- 

structed this as the guest cottage to the 
- Senator Pell’s house.” 

He said his home’s interior design 
was significant for Georgetown. His 
house was separated from the Pell man- 
sion about 20 years ago when Tony 

Childs, a well-known interior designer, 
bought the house. 

Childs, who is now deceased, in- 

creased the house’s historic value with 
his renovation in the 1970s. 

At 5:06 p.m. the D.C. Fire Dept. re- 
ceived acall from Sid Chavetz informing 

the Dept. of a fire at 3421 Prospect. 
Chavetz spotted the fire while coming 
home. Chavetz. theresidentof3419 Pros- 
pect St.. said he is house sitting for 
Michael Mainwaring, who is in New 
Zealand. 

“My wife and I had just come home 
from downtown to park the car in the 
alley and we thought we smelled smoke. 
We thought somebody was having a 
fireplace lit. We immediately called the 
Fire Department. They responded ex- 
tremely quickly,” Chavitz said. 

Ford said the fire was undiscovered 
for so long because the windows were 
closed. “I guess it really hit an acceler- 
ated peak and that way the person next 
door saw the smoke coming out of the 
window,” he said. 

The firefighters broke into the house 
through both the front entrance and its 
back alley door. : 

“Then we let them come in [our house] 
to go through with their hoses and go 

See FIRE, p. 2 

Georgetown to Get New Debit Card 
Card Would Allow Students to Pay for Laundry, Food and Photocopies 

ment office to deal with the greater conse- 
quences of lost cards. 

The student-run Credit Union may play 
a role in managing the financial transac- 
tions of the card. Posteraro said. “We have 
been promised thatevery precaution would 
be taken to ensure that the Credit. Union 

would in no way be adversely affected by 
-the debit card.” 

In a related development, the George- 
town University Student Association 
reached an agreement with Marriott con- 
cerning implementing a smaller Block 
meal plan than the Block 75 plan and the 
broadcasting of WGTB in dining halls, 
said Posteraro. WGTB can now be heard 
at least four days a week in the Marriott 
dining halls and Marriott will offera Block 
45 meal plan. 

“It should be ideal for students living 
off campus and students who are not sure 
how often they will need the cafeteria,” 
said Posteraro. 

Users of the new Block 45 meal plan 
.will also have the option of adding another 
45 meals during the semester if they run 
out before it ends. Marriott says the price 
ofthe new plan will have a similar cost per 
meal as the Block 75 meal plan already 
offers. 
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Women Start New 

Conservative Group 
By BriAN CHANDLER 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

A new conservative women’s organi- 
zation, the Georgetown Guild for Con- 
servative Women, is attempting to create 
its own brand of feminism on campus. 

According to Dawn Scheirer (GSB 
’99), the group's founder, the purpose of 
this group is to “... give women an alter- 
native to women’s groups which have in 
the pastbeen very liberal.” The Women’s 
Guild, Scheirer said, is to be a non- 
partisan organization with no specific 
agenda. Scheirer said that the group cur- 
rently consists of approximately five to 
10 core members. 

According to the Women’s Guild mis- 
sionstatement, “*Asasociety the Women’s 
Guild will not take a position on the issue 

~ of abortion choice or the sanctity of life, 
but, as with other issues, may provide 
opportunities for dialogue on common 
ground and understanding on the place of 
women on all sides of the issue.” 

Instead of focusing on specific issues, 
“The group will attempt to focus on the 
idea of common sense and what’s good 
for society in general,” Scheirer said. 
The organization’s mission statement 

adds thatit will try to spur a “dialogue on 
questions of religion and morality in 
public life.” 

Scheirer said the idea for such a group 
came to her while holding a discussion 
with some alumnae. She hopes the 
Women’s Guild will become one of the 
few female traditions on campus. 

Scheirer added that by taking steps to 
construct an Alumni Advisory Council 
for the Guild, she hopes to get university 
alumni involved in campus women’s 
issues. 

The Guild also plans to take advan- 
tage of its Washington location. Some of 
the organizations the Guild has already 
worked with include the American En- 

_terprise Institute and the Independent 
Women’s Forum. 

The Guild hosted its first event 
Wednesday Feb. 5. in the ICC. Five 
panelists came to the university to, ac- 
cording to Scheirer, “speak about issues 
facing women.” Some of these panelists 
included Mary Riner, the executive di- 

rector of America’s Future Foundation, 
Pia Catton, a journalist with the Weekly 
Standard, a conservative publication, and 

Shelia Moloney of the Family Research 
Council. 

Cronan, Brown Vie for Presidency 
GUSA, From Pp. | 
“GUSA lacks a bit of legitimacy. We 

wantit to bea legitimate functioning body 
that is well received by both students and 
administrators,” Martin said. 

Martin said he was considering not 
running for re-election as a representative 
before Brown came to him toward the end 
of last semester with the idea to run for the 
executive positions. He said he was frus- 
trated with the way things were going, but 
realized he needed to stay to make a differ- 
ence. “It takes years of experience to find 
out what’s wrong and how to change it,” 
Martin said. 

Cronan has been chairman ofthe GUSA 
General Assembly fortwoacademic years 
and has been a representative to the as- 
sembly for three. 

He has served as chair of the GUSA 
student services committee and has used 
that position to lead the fight for such 
itemsas increased GUTS services, includ- 
ing special Thanksgiving shuttles and 
shuttles to the Giant supermarket on Wis- 
consin Avenue, limited free weights atthe 
Yates field house, and Marriott's late- 
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Join us for this gredt’c career information fair <ponsoRed by Georgetown and Duke 

night meal. 
Brown has been vice president of 

GUSA since last March. She has also 
served as chancellor of the Philodemic 
Debate Society, serving as president of 
that organization from January to Decem- 
ber 1996. 

Brown is also a chair of the Women’s 
Leadership Conference and has organized 
conferences for two years on topics of 
women’s leadership. 

She is also organizing a women’s 
mentoring program that would pair 
upperclass women with underclass 
women, and professionals with under- 
graduates. 

Though not a member of GUSA, 
Leistikow has also been active in campus 
affairs. As founder and leader of Cam- 
paign Georgetown, last semester he and 
housemate Chad Griffen (SFS *97) led the 

drive to register over 1,000 students to 
vote. 

He has also battled Advisory Neighbor- 
hood Commissioner Westy Byrd, filing a 
voter-intimidation complaint against her 
in September. 
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Holy Snowball 

  
For those who missed winter weather, the snow is back. 
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Fire Guts House 

On Prospect Street 
FIRE, rrom bp. | 

around through the ally to get started on 
the fire,” Chavetz said. 

The fire was extinguished in several 
minutes. 
Two fire trucks and several police cars 

were called to the scene to help block off 
traffic at the corner of Prospect St. and 
34th St. and on 34th St. in front of LXR. 
The detour created a bumper-to-bumper 
traffic jam along the 33rd St. block of 
Prospect. Cars were forced to turn onto 
M Street, which wads already congested 
from rush-hour traffic. 

The firefighters rolled back their hoses 
quickly to clear out of the area so that the 
worsening traffic condition could be 
eased. 

“I can’t believe this,” Moody said, a 
real estate agent for Pardoe Reality, an 
affiliate of Sotheby’s Realty. Moody 
bought the house just one year ago. 

“The house was like none other in 
Georgetown,” said Chris Havner, an in- 
vestment banker who said he drew up a 
contract last Monday to purchase the 
house from Moody. Moody said that 
Havner’s fiancé was a friend of his and 
that the he had agreed to sell the house to 
the couple as a gesture of his friendship. 

Havner had stepped out of his resi- 
dence on 35th street to take ajog when he 
heard the sirens of the firetrucks and 
police cars. “I was like, there’s no way 
this could be my house,” Havner said. 

“It’s just gutted; it’s like a shell,” said 
Havner. “I’m not going to buy it like 
that.” 

  

GU Students Hold World’s Largest Model U.N. 
By Dennis SarLO 
Hova Starr WRITER 
  

The largest model United Nations con- 
ference in the world opened last night at 
the Washington Hilton and Towers ho- 
tel. 

The 34th Annual North American In- 
vitational Model United Nations Con- 
ference was organized by student volun- 
teers from Georgetown through the Geor- 
getown International Relations Associa- 
tion, a nonprofit organization not associ- 
ated with Georgetown University. 

GIRA consists entirely of members of 

the International Relations Club who 
volunteer to staff NAIMUN. According 

to Gabriel Kramer (SFS ’98). the chair- 

man of both the IRC and GIRA. “the 
IRC provides the people power while 

GIRA provides the funding and plan- 
ning.’ 

Funding for GIRAs activities is pro- 

RGETOWN UNIVERSITY 

vided through a $45 fee from each high 
school student delegate. The fees are 
recycled each year to provide for the 
activities of the next year. 

This year’s conference consists of ap- | 
proximately 2,500 student delegates and 
moderators, the majority of whom stay at 
the Washington Hilton and Towers. Stu- 
dents are drawn from over 125 partici- 
pating high schools in the United States, 
Puerto Rico and the Dominican Repub- 
lic. Delegations representover 1 50 mem- 
ber states of the United Nations in eight 
General Assembly Committees, six Eco- 

nomic and Social Council Committees, 
six regional organizations, four Cabinet 
simulations, the Security Council, the 
International Court of Justice and the 
Knesset. 

According to Kristie Chang (SFS *97), 
a representative of GIRA, each different 
committee has a list of approximately 
three topics relevant to its goals that can . 

be discussed during a session. Students 
debate one of these topics for approxi- 
mately two hours during each of seven 
sessions. 
NAIMUN XXXIV held its opening 

ceremonies last night before the first 
committee session. The opening ceremo- 
nies began with an opening statement 

from Secretary General Jeremy Sharp 
(SFS ’98). 

At a delegate banquet this evening, 
Dr. Daniel Hamilton, associate director 
of policy planning staff at the State De- 
partment, will address delegates on the 
setting of priorities for the future of inter- 
national relations in the United States. 

“You work with people who are really 
interested in international. affairs,” said 

Alanna Shaikh (SFS ’97), director of 
public relations for GIRA. “It’s a lot of 
fun working with these kids. You see 

_ their eyes lighey up because they] justlove 
Model U.N.” 
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dies’ room. 
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: unknown person in Henle. : 
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Employee Sues 

Georgetown 
SUIT, From p. | 
accomodating for her. “It is distressing 
that a Jesuit institution that professes to 
have family values would treat women 
in this manner,” Estes said. “It is par- 
ticularly upsetting that Georgetown ha- 
rassed me for taking leave for the birth of 
my child by unfairly downgrading my 
performance reviews and terminating 
my employment.” 

  

  

Correction 
  

The article entitled “Groups Pro- 
mote Black Unity” (Feb. 11, p. 8) 
stated that the Visions of Excellence 
Gala planned for Feb. 22 is targeted 
toward black students. It is actually 
open to all minority students.       

ane NNER 

  

ONLY U.S. Internet provides you access to 
GUnet and the Internet with one 

easy connection! 

Network with faculty, 
friends and colleagues 
around the globe with 
electronic mail. 

Research papers, 
theses, dissertations 

presentations 
without hiking to the 
library or computer lab. 

and 

Universities. Discuss career options and learn abe it internship and full-time 
opportunities with over 50 non-profit and government ganizations. 0 

Friday, February 14, 
1:00-4:00pm 

1997 

Leavey Conference Center Ballroom 

CAREER SPOTLIGHT 

    

Use Gopher, Telnet and 
FTP to locate and 
download files from 
research institutions 

worldwide. 

Have FUN! Play games, 
shop online, read movie 
reviews, catch up with 
your favorite soaps and 
bands. 

$19.95 /month for unlimited dialup access 
ISDN starting at $29.95/month 

First Month's Service Free with all New Georgetown Accounts!!! 

Sign up online TODAY at http://georgetown.usit.net 

Online signup and software pickup available at these campus locations: 

Academic Computer Services (ACS), x7-6096, 238 Reiss Sciences Bldg. 

Information Services Customer Service Center, x7-4800, 1300 36th St. NW 

Graduate School of Business Technology Center, x7-4721, 3600 N. St. NW LL 

Dahlgren Medical Library BACC, x7-1083, GM7 Preclinical Science 

To kick off the Duke/GU Government and Non- Profit Clee Er our 
speakers will be alumni from each of the sponsoring institutions discussing their 
own experiences in the non-profit and government career fields and ging you : 
advice on pursuing careers in these areas: 4 : 
Rick Sinkfield (SFS'91) 
Dept. of the Treasury, Deputy Asst. Sec. oo Legislative Affairs/ Public Liaison 
Corinna Gilfillan (Duke alum). “a 
Friends of the Earth, Director of the Ozone Protection Campaign 3 

Friday, February 14, 1997" 
12:30-1:30pm 
Leavey Conference Center PC stiions Room 9 

  

All U.S. Internet accounts include FREE: 

Mac or PC TCP/IP software, featuring Netscape Navigator 
24 hour technical support ¢10 megabytes online storage, 

including FREE 1 megabyte personal web page space 
Ll 32,000+ newsgroups eShell access 

    

Questions? Call U.S. Internet campus representative Helen Wilson at x7-3089 

Ce Online, ClCayusiaynt eR 

    

MBNA Career Education Center: GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY 

ONE LEAVEY CENTER phone: (202) 687 493 hours: M—TH: QAM — IOPM FRI: 9AM SPM SAT: I2PM - 5PM bttp//eareeruweb georgetoiom.edu 
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Campus NEws 
From AROUND 

THE NATION 
® Muggers Run Rampant 

On U. Minnesota Campus 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, Feb. 12 — Four uni- 

versity students were mugged in three separate incidents 
Feb. 4. 

Two men are suspected in the crimes. Police arrested one 
suspect shortly after the robberies, which occurred around 8 
p.m. according to police reports. Reginald Jackson, 18, 
initially told police he was a juvenile and his name was Harry 
Eugene Lott, but police later discovered his real name and 
age. Jackson was released because none of the victims could 
positively identify him. No charges have been filed. 

One of the victims, a College of Liberal Arts junior who 
asked to remain anonymous, said she wasn’t able to identify 
the man police arrested, because the men attacked her near a 
burned-out street light and she could not see their faces. 

“When I heard they had to let go of him, I felt bad and felt 
frustrated because I thought, it’s just going to happen again, 
and I could have done something about it,” she said. 

The suspects held all the victims at knifepoint while they 
demanded money and valuables from them, according to the 
reports. 

Two other students were walking to a parking lot near the 
. 10th Avenue Bridge together when they were mugged. 

Police suspect it was by the same two men. Nancy McCormick, 
co-chair of the safety committee for the University Law 
School, said the lot the students were parked in is referred to 
by many as “The Pit.” It is near the river and many students 
park there because it is cheaper than university lots nearby. 

Another university student was also mugged at about the 
same time while attempting to cross the 10th Avenue Bridge. 
Police said the same men were likely involved in this inci- 
dent. 

Later that evening, police found several purses and pieces 
of identification near the crime scene. One of the victims said 
the men took her money and left the other materials. She said 

she has not yet received her purse because police are attempt- 
ing to obtain fingerprints from it. 2 

Police are still investigating the robberies. 

® Performer’s Heart Stops, 

Audience Saves His Life 

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY, Feb. 11 — Thanks 
to a doctor and nurse in the audience of Wednesday's theatre 
production of “Gadianton,” what could have ended in trag- 
“edy became a victory. Byron Dastrup suffered from a heart 

Seatt 

attack in the third row of the Margetts Theatre before the 
show. 

Dastrup is listed in satisfactory condition in the Utah 
Valley Regional Medical Center as of Monday. He was 
admitted to the hospital Wednesday and listed in critical 
condition. ! 

Dastrup’s heart attack started right before the opening 
prayer, said Eric Samuelson, who wrote “Gadianton.” When 

Dastrup fell into unconsciousness, a doctor and nurse admin- 

istered CPR, said Adam Stewart, house manager of the 
production. 

A BYU security officer patrolling near the BYU Bookstore 
heard over his radio that a man in the Margetts theatre was not 
breathing. The officer ran to the Margetts theatre and assisted 
in administering CPR. 

“If they had not started CPR right away that person would 
not have lived,” the security officer said. 

The security officer said he arrived five minutes after the 
heart attack began. Five minutes later the paramedics arrived 
and began shock treatment and I.V. therapy. 

The security officer said he assisted giving ventilations, 
while the doctor pumped Dastrup’s chest. He said they 
continued to administer to Dastrup until they were able obtain 
a pulse. 

Dastrup was taken to the hospital, Stewart said. 
Two other audience members also administered CPR. An 

unknown person dialed 911. 
The family would like to know the identities of the nurse 

and doctor who saved Dastrup’s life. 
The security officer said this incident should encourage 

people to enroll in CPR classes. > 
“That is really what made the difference,” he said. 

“Having two people start before, and then having some- 
one like myself come in and help out and give advanced 
treatment.” 

The audience was cleared into a stairway during the 
incident, Stewart said. i 

“I think it affected everyone,” he said. “There was a group 
in the corner praying.” : 

  
© Student Government 

Seeks to Release Budget 

‘ST. BONAVENTURE UNIVERSITY, Feb. 11 — The 
university’s Student Government Budget Committee is sched- 
uled to meet today to propose a constitutional amendment 
that will release budget figures to the public. 

Junior Darren Hartigan, Student Government president, 
said he plans to present the amendment to the general 

assembly Monday. 
“The Budget Committee and myself will revise the bud- 

geting process,” Hartigan said. “It might mean releasing the 
budget, it may not. We want to know what the general 
assembly and students think about this process and the way 
it stands right now.” 

Two-thirds of the general assembly will have to vote in 
favor of the constitutional amendment for it to pass. 

Atthe general assembly meeting Monday, representatives 
from the campus newspaper and the campus radio station 
said the budget should be released because it is public 
information and students have the right to know how their 

student activity fee is spent. 
“I don’t have an opinion either way on whether to release 

the budgets or not release them. I'll do what the people want 
me to do,” Hartigan said. 

Off-Campus Delegate Phil Tozzi said, “I don’t feel that we 
need to justify where the money from every organization is 
going.” 

Tozzi said the public knows generally, but not specifically, 
where the money is going. He said the budget committee 
allocates enough to fulfill the needs of organizations and not 
necessarily their wants. 

Junior Jonathan Bertoline, Student Government treasurer, 

said, “I think it is wrong for these numbers to be released to 

people who will solely look at the numbers and who are not 
educated as to what the numbers mean.” 

© To Lube or Not to Lube 

— A Condom Conundrum 
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, Feb. 10 — The 

Associated Students of the University of Washington, at- 
tempting to educate students about safe sex this week, may 
need some educating itself. 

The ASUW is passing out LifeStyles Kiss of Mint condoms 
this week for Safer Sex Week, which begins today. However, 

the brochures included with the non-lubricated condoms fail 
to mention the importance of using a lubricant in conjunction 
with non-lubricated condoms. 

Renee Drellishak, health educator at Hall Health Primary 
Care Center, said, “In and of themselves, lubricated condoms 
aren’t stronger. However, using non-lubricated condoms for 
anal or vaginal sex can have a higher likelihood of breaking 
because of increased friction.” ; 

Last year a few students complained of vaginal irritation 
after using Kiss of Mint condoms. 

Drellishak added, “The friction from a non-lubricated 
condom could cause a burning after-rash. There’s a definite 
increased soreness without lubrication. Absolutely.” 

While lubrication is being distributed by the ASUW, it is 
not being given out with the condoms. 

Pat Balto, vice-president for the public sector for Ansell, 
makers of LifeStyle condoms, said, “I’m surprised they’re 
giving [Kiss of Mint] out. Normally people give out lubricated 
condoms. [hope they’re givingaway a wide variety. Sometimes 
showing more options can persuade people to use them.” 

Kara Harms, manager of the Rubber Tree condom store, also 
warned of using non-lubricated condoms without lubrication. 

“The LifeStyles Kiss of Mint condoms are the only scented 
condoms at The Rubber Tree not lubed. Condoms used 
without lubricant can be irritating ... [Lack of] lubrication is 
the leading cause of breakage.” Harms said. 

She added, “Our customers generally request non-lubri- 
cated condoms for oral sex.” 

Rachelle Hein, program director for the ASUW, said the 
decision to pass out non-lubricated condoms was based on the 
suggestion of a campus sexuality club that pointed out that 
some people may be allergic to condom lubrication. While the 
ASUW said it does not know if the condoms it distributes are 
approved by the Food & Drug Administration, Balto said 
Ansell’s condoms are FDA approved. 

Amy Miller, a representative for Safer Sex Week, said, 

“None of [the condoms] say they shouldn’t be used for sex [as 
opposed to oral sex]. They’re all reputable condoms with 
expiration dates.” 
Condom donors include the Northwest AIDS Foundation, 

Carter-Alles, the King County Health Department, Planned 

Parenthood, The Rubber Tree and the Fremont Public Health 

Association. 
“All of our condoms were donated from real places. We 

don’t have any of those funky, weird things,” Miller said. 

“There is always a special case where someone experi- 
ences irritation. Sometimes Kiss of Mint or Rough Riders do 
irritate people. Some people like the irritation. There’s some- 
thing for everyone,” she added. 

Drellishak said her clinic recommends that people using 
non-lubricated condoms for anything other than oral sex get 
a water-based lubricant to go along with it. 

“Whether someone doesn’t like lubricated condoms or is 
allergic to the lubricant and buys non-lubricated condoms, 
we suggest having lubrication on hand,” Drellishak added. 

— Compiled from University Wire     
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Farrell's Resignation Overdue 
Last semester, Maureen “Mo” Farrell 

was at the center of controversy regard- 
ing her seat as Georgetown University 

Student Association senior class repre- 
sentative. The controversy was over the 
fact that she was not a full-time student, 
but was taking only three credits. The 

“administration, as well as this newspa- 
per, said she ought to resign because she 
could not represent student interests 
without being a full-time student: Be- 
cause of her intense time commitment to 

the Clinton/Gore campaign she was 
rarely on campus. 
The resulting outcry from her fellow 

GUSA representatives and Farrell's own 
promise to register for a tutorial per- 
suaded Associate Dean of Students Penny 
Rue to allow Farrell to continue as a 
GUSA rep. That was last semester. 

Now, it has come to light that she didn’t 
even bother to preregister for that one 
three-credit course. If she wasn't eligible 
then, she surely isn't eligible now, and she 
rightly resigned as soon as Rue brought up 
her status. blaming “an administrative 
error” for her non-student status. 

Why did it take an administrator breath- 
ing down her neck to force Farrell to 
resign? A better question is: Why are the 
other GUSA reps up in arms, crying out 

against administrative intervention? 

As far as Farrell's long-overdue resig- 
nation is concerned, GUSA has no case 
defending her. It is the duty of student 
representatives to keep in touch with the 
students they represent. Having a non- 

student on a student assembly is 
ridiculuous. Most of the GUSA reps don’t 
understand this basic democratic tenet. 
Just as a senator from Wisconsin must 

live in Wisconsin — no matter how ca- 

pable they are — a representative on a 
student assembly must be a student, not 
a former student, not the same age as a 
student, but an actual student. Farrell's 
only connection to the university was her 
status as a former member of the class of 
1997 and her residence near the univer- 
sity. 

The worst aspect of this fiasco is that 
the administration, not our “student” 
assembly, is representing student inter- 
ests. GUSA reps defend Farrell because 
they like her as a person, not because she 

is the most qualified person for the posi- 
tion. Farrell's supporters cite her in- 
domitable spirit. dedication and excel- 
lent attendance record. If these were the 

only qualifications for GUSA rep. ANC 2E 
commissioner Westy Byrd could have a 
vote on GUSA. 

Contrary to dire implications made by 
GUSA members, there is precedent for 

this ousting. In 1993 then-GUSA Vice 
President Jahmal Green was removed 
from office because he was only regis- 
tered as a part-time student. He was so 
registered because of financial problems, 
amore persuasive argument than a busy 
schedule. 

Rue has actually proven to be too le- 
nient. She should never have allowed Farrell 
to continue to serve if she were not going to 

take the required 12 credits to qualify as a 
full-time student. Bending the rules in this 
case only delayed Farrell's resignation. 
Had Farrell resigned earlier, GUSA would 
have been forced to find a replacement for 
her sooner. As it stands now, seniors only 
have three reps until they graduate. The 
fact is, that’s all they ever had. 

A Variety of One Thing 
For a radio station to have a reason to 

“exist, it needs listeners. As it is now, 

WGTB, Georgetown's newly-operational 
“radio” station is heard by about four, 
maybe five people, when it is not played 
in the three Marriott-owned cafeterias in 
Darnall, New South and Fast Break. 
Now, the station is only played twice a 
week. So, there are two ways to remedy 
this situation: Shut down WGTB or play 
it in the cafeterias. 

Obviously, we advocate the latter. 
Marriott claims they want a “variety of 
music.” In fact, what they mean is a 
variety of stations, all of which may play 
the same music. “Variety of music” is a 

euphemism allowing the cafeterias to play 
two stations, 93.9 and 95.5, that both play 
one type of music: Urban Contemporary. 
But a better variety of music could be 
found on WGTB, which every hour or two 
has a different show. Radio Jihad, The 
Bio Hour, Ruder Than You and Dead 
Right on the Air can only be found on 
WGTB. 

The cafeterias are set up to accomodate 

students. They serve students almost 
exclusively. Students buy meal plans 
and therefore provide the very basis for 
the existence of the three eating areas. 
Students run WGTB, and through vari- 
ous petitions and surveys. they have 
demonstrated they want to hear their 
own radio station on the air. 

In the case of Fast Break, certain staff- 
ers have said they will only play WGTB on 
speakers if WGTB would buy them a 
boom box so they could listen to their 
own music. Is this some kind of sick 
joke? When the new layout of the Leavey 
building was set last year, WGTB was 

- put in its new location because it would 
be played in Fast Break, which can be 
seen through the station’s windows. It is 
a little bit eerie to see someone talking 
into a microphone and not be able to hear 
what he or she is saying. 

The bottom line is that Marriott needs 
to support the students who support 
them, not the corporate big wigs at radio 
stations downtown who have nothing to 
do with them.   
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Letters to the Editor 

Penny Rue Stepped Out of Line 
To THE EDITOR: 

We write to express our concern and 

disapproval over the recent actions by 
the Associate Dean of Students, Penny 
Rue. As a direct result of her office’s 
unprofessional and unwarranted inter- 
vention into the internal affairs of the 
student association, we have lost one of 
our most dedicated and competent mem- 
bers in Maureen Farrell. 

An effective student association must 
have the freedom to act independently of 
the administration. By forcing her opin- 
iononto GUSA, Rue has inappropriately 
overstepped her bounds and has set a 
detrimental precedent for future GUSA- 
university relations. Justas the executive 
vice president should not have the ability 
to remove a professor from the faculty 
senate, the associate dean of students 
should not have the power to retroac- 
tively remove a member of the student 

association or any other student organi- 
zation. 

Without Maureen’s presence on the 
assembly, GUSA is a significantly 
weaker representative body. The Office 
of Student Programs has chosen to place 
bureaucratic technicalities ahead of com- 
mon sense, and as a result students have 
suffered. 

Before the receipt of Maureen's resig- 
nation, the assembly decided to post- 
pone any action and offered Rue an op- 
portunity to explain her actions to the full 
assembly. When invited to the 9 p.m. 
meeting on Monday night. Rue re- 
sponded, “Nine o’clock is my bedtime.” 
While this time may be inconvenient, we 
believe that as associate dean of stu- 
dents, Rue has a responsibility to be 
responsive to all student groups, most of 

which conduct business after 5 p.m. 
Student organizations have often criti- 

cized the effectiveness and the role of the 
Office of Student Programs. We should 
take this opportunity with the hiring of 
the new director, Steve Loflin, to begin a 
dialogue on how the office could better 
serve its customers, the students. 

CRIS TURNER, (COL '97) PRESIDENT 

TERRA BROWN, (SFS 98) VICE PRESIDENT 

JoHN CRONAN (COL. 98), CHAIR 
ScoTT BEALE (SFS "98) 

DAVE FiTZMAURICE (COL 97) 

CHAD GRIFFIN (SFS '97) 
AUSTIN MARTIN (COL 99) 
Brian O’ CONNOR (GSB 99) 

JiMMY PAUCAR (SFS 98) 
CHRIS POSTERARO (SFS 199) 

JOHN RUGGINI (SFS 99) 

ADAM SCHUMACHER (SFS 98) 

MEMBERS OF THE GUSA GENERAL As- 

SEMBLY : 
FEB. 12, 1997 

For the Record 

Mo Farrell’s Letter of Resignation 
To THE GUSA GENERAL ASSEMBLY: 

As many of you know, last semester my status as an enrolled 
student was calied into question by Associate Dean of Students 
Penny Rue. Atthat time, I met with Rue, who informed me that 
as long as I was a registered student for the fall semester of 
1996, I could retain my seat on the GUSA assembly. Attached 
you will find a copy of my transcript from last semester, which 
clearly shows that I was an enrolled student at the university. 

This is the same transcript that I showed to Rue when she 
questioned my enrollment status. At that meeting, held 
prior to Christmas break, Rue called the registrar to “check 
on” my registration as it appeared on my transcript. The 
next day [ was removed from the class and told it had been 

“an administrative error.” 
I did not hear from anyone regarding my status as a GUSA 

Representative until after I returned to school as a full-time 
student in January. At that time, Rue informed me that because 
of the “administrative error,” she was going to take steps to 

indicated that she would take whatever steps were necessary to 
remove me from the assembly, be’ that by a vote ofthe 
assembly, the Student Activities Commission; or though her 
own powers as Associate Dean of Students. 

Through my dealings with Rue, it has become obvious to me 
that this is a decision that she, as an administrator, has already 
made, and that there is nothing that we, as students, can do 
about it. After careful consideration, I have decided that resign- 
ing my position is in the best interests of the student association. 
Inmy opinion, this is an issue that is being forced on the assembly 
bya few administrators in the Office of Student Affairs;however, 
at this critical time, the assembly should be free to work on the 
more pressing issues facing our student body. 

.. | fulfilled my promise to serve my class and the student 

remove me from the GUSA assembly retroactively. In her 
opinion, this semester-old “administrative error” somehow 
made me ineligible to serve in my current position. She then FEB. 10, 1997 

association. Thus, my resignation is in no way an admission of 
wrong-doing, but rather is an attempt to end fruitless discus- 
sions of bylaws and technicalities that only waste time better 
spent serving students. ... 

MAUREEN FARRELL (SFS '97) 

Deadbolts Needed on Village C Doors ... 
To KAREN FRANK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
OF STUDENT SERVICES AND FACILITIES: 

I am writing to you on behalf of the 
Georgetown University Student Asso- 
ciation regarding a serious housing con- 
cern which was recently brought to my 
attention. On Dec. 29, 1996, an unknown 
person or persons broke into the Village 
C Resident Director’s apartment. Upon 
returning froma day out, an RA, Melissa 
Gozdieski, discovered that a number of 
her possessions had been stolen from the 
room. The door of the apartment was 
locked, and because of the ID card reader 
and the minimal traffic in and out of the 
dorm, Village C could be considered as 
having been “secure.” It is clear how- 
ever, that an individual(s) gained entry 
into Village C West and the Resident 
Director’s apartment despite current 
safety precautions. 

While this incident is unfortunate in 
and of itself, it points to the larger prob- 
lem of campus security, particularly re- 
garding Village C. While card readers 
and security desk officers help to reduce 
the possibility of breaches of security, 

* they do not eliminate them altogether. 
Locks on doors should ideally serve asan 
additional step in the security system. 
Unfortunately, the locks on Village C 
doors are inadequate in terms of prevent- 
ing break-ins. Because the doors lack 
deadboltlocks, they can be easily opened 
even when locked. Students in Village C 
who have been locked out of their rooms 
have easily picked the lock or slid a 
credit card between the frame of the door 
and the door itself. If students are able to 
soeasily gainaccess toa “secured” room, 
you can envision how easy gaining ac- 
cess would be for a thief or assailant. 

Providing dorm security is obvi- 
ously an integral part of university 
housing. By adding a deadbold lock 
on east of the doors in Village C, the 
rooms, residents and buildings will 
become more secure. Without such an 
addition, the rooms will continue to be 
prime targets for thieves. 

I am sure that safety is as great a 
concern to you as it is to students on this 
campus. Your timely action on this mat- 
ter will send the message to students that 
the Georgetown University administra- 
tion is truly concerned about their safety 
and well-being. ... I look forward to your 
response and to working with you on this 
matter. 

TERRA BROWN (SFS 98) 

GUSA VICE PRESIDENT 

JAN. 28, 1997 

... No, They’re Not a Useful Solution 
To TERRA BROWN, GUSA VICE PRESIDENT: 
Thank you for your letter of Jan. 28, 

1997, regarding locks in Village C. 
You may already know that we take 

the issues of safety and security on this 
campus very seriously. The Department 
of Public Safety regularly reviews condi- 
tions on the campus to recommend im- 
provements. While we can report a very 
low number of incidents of crime on the 
campus, nevertheless we also consider 
arty number to be too many and persist in 
our efforts to improve safety and security 
on the campus. 

[William] Tucker [Director of Public 
Safety] and I have consulted with staff of 
Residence Life, Facilities Management, 

the lock shop and the carpenter shop 
regarding the contention you raise that 
the locks in Village C “can be easily 
opened even when locked.” The settling 
of the buildings has sometimes caused 
the latch and the latch plate to move out 
of alignment. Properly aligned, the latch 
has an anti-pick piece in it that prevents 
the lock from being opened with some- 

thing like a credit card. This past sum- 
mer maintenance and student housing 
personnel proceeded methodically 
through the buildings and checked every 
doorand lock. No doors were found to be 
misaligned at that time. Whenever a 
problem is reported, maintenance per- 
sonnel will respond to make appropriate 
adjustments. We will continue to make 
an annual inspection of these doors in 
addition to responding to concerns and 
reported problems. The locksmiths are 
available to demonstrate the operation of 
the anti-pick device to any students or 
staff who are concerned. 

Retrofitting a door and metal CE to 
add a deadbolt lock is difficult, will not 

eliminate problems due to settling and 
obviously provides security only when 
used by the residents. We have found 
other problems to occur in facilities such 
as Alumni Square, where deadbolts are 

currently installed. Residents have rou- 
tinely thrown the bolts to prop doors 
open, compromising security and caus- 
ing further damage to and misalignment 

of the door and frame as the bolt bangs 
against the frame when the door closes. 
Others have forgotten or neglected to 
lock the deadbolt, assuming that the door 
is secured rather than checking to be 
certain. We all concur that adding 
deadbolts will not solve the security con- 
cerns. Statistics kept by the Department 
of Public Safety show that Village C has 
avery low incidence of thefts, even when 
compared to other campus residential 
facilities. ... 

Thank you for raising your concerns 
on behalf of other students and staff. We 
will continue to respond to the concerns 
of our residents, checking every situa- 
tion brought to our attention. We will 
also continue to look for alternatives to 
improve the overall safety and security of 
our residents and other members of and 
visitors to our campus community. 

KAREN S. FRANK 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF STUDENT SER- 

VICES AND FACILITIES 

Fes. 10. 1997 
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Ice Cube, Ving Rhames (left) and Elizabeth 
Hurley star in ‘Dangerous Ground,’ a new 
movie about an exiled civil rights leader’s 
return to his native South Africa. 

-See page 76 
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A ‘Talented’ Show 
|» Black Theatre Ensembles Spring 

Production Explores American Dream 

By SetH Pipot 
Hova Starr WRITER 
  

~ The American Dream. It’s about ambition, power and 
0 success. But, as the Black Theatre Ensemble elegantly 

shows with its inaugural spring-term run of Richard 
Wesley’s “The Talented Tenth,” there’s a harsh reality involved with 
that dream as it applies to the African-American population. Wesley's 
play is a dramatic, insightful account of the ups and downs and the hopes 
and failures associated with social and individual progress. 

Set in the hankering 1980s, the story revolves around the passionate 
life and times of a41 year-old black radio businessman named Bernard 
(Hakim Young, SFS ’99). Experiencing a midlife crisis, Bernard finds 
himself at the tumultuous crossroads of a rocky marriage and uncertain 
job prospects. In a country where money and power transcend the 
boundaries of leisure, work and education, he compromises optimism 
for pessimism — and his revolutionary dreams for economic success. 
As a former civil rights activist disillusioned by a racially divided and 

i power-driven society, Bernard embarks on a journey to reconnect with 
his lost youth. 

In his bittersweet interactions with his down-to-earth, middle-class 
wife Pam (Mei Campanella, COL ’99), his mistress Tanya (Safiya S. 
Thomas, NUR ’98), his boss Griggs (Johnathan Mitchell, COL ’99) and 
fellow Howard University graduates, Bernard reevaluates his values 
and desires. It is a quest for self and purpose. And, while he doesn’t 

0 necessarily rescue his relationships or achieve rejuvenation, he obtains 
an enlightened view of the black and white around him, clearing a path 
for the promise the next generation may bring. 

Although a profound, often somber biography, “The Talented Tenth” 
is far from a tedious harangue. Under the direction of Lisa Rose 
Middleton, the Black Theatre Ensemble accomplishes its goal of 
entertaining and educating the audience about the African-American 

eh perspective. The audience can relate to the familiar script and the well- 
known themes of commitment, pride, priorities and love. Wesley strikes 
achord with anyone who has lost his or herway. Young and Campanella, 
along with Dwayne Pierce (Alan Barber, COL ’97), the confident 
bachelor friend of Bernard and Pam, offer excellent, emotional and 
notably comfortable performances in their respective roles. One of the 
group’s talents is the ability of its members to support one other. This 
particular technique, in conjunction with the actors’ talent for ad- 

WO libbing, comes in handy as the actors’ focus sporadically begins to wane. 
This way, the cast is an enthusiastic bunch; one can’t help but notice the 
fun the actors have with the production itself. 

Behind the scenes of “The Talented Tenth” lies a skillful network of 
technicians and designers. Most visible are the moderately creative 
costume and lighting designs, by Simone Fiol, (SFS 99) Dreama 
‘Greaves and Aquil Stinson (GSB ’99). But more imaginative is the set 

et “5 designer’s (Maya Buseman Williams, SFS ’00) and stage manager’s 
(Jebel Bennett, COL 97) use of theater space as seen in the versatile, 

' multi-dimensional set. What helps keep the production fresh is the 
fluidity and momentum of the scene changes between action and 
monologue. Assuming the crew and electricians manage to iron out 
some unfortunate complications in light and sound, the production 

n carries with it considerable artistic value. 
: © Tackling a weighty subject that will attract the more intellectual 

theater-goers, the Black Theatre Ensemble puts on an honorable and 
inspiring run of “The Talented Tenth.” It offers entertainment with an 
emphasis on intrigue and reflection. And, unlike Bernard’s character, it 
does not suffer from a loss of direction. The BTE is right on target with 
this attractive, worthwhile production. 

Performances for “The Talented Tenth” are scheduled for Feb. 14, 15, 

© 21 and 22 at 8 p.m. in the Walsh Black Box Theater. There will also be 
two matinees, Feb. 16 at 4 p.m. and Feb. 22 at 2 p.m. (with a guest 
speaker to follow). Tickets are $5 for students and $7 for adults at 
evening shows and $3 for students and $5 for adults at matinees. 

By ALisoN HEATH 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

1 Bringing community performance 
le) Zroups to the Georgetown campus is 

B= an inspired idea. However, with all 
the great theater groups, dance troupes and 
musicians in this town, it was probably possible 
to find one of slightly higher quality. 

The Clark Atlanta University Jazz Orches- 
tra, The Duke Ellington School of the Arts 
Dance Ensemble and banjo player Wesley Jack- 
son all performed in Gaston Hall Sunday to a 
crowd of more dance school parents and sib- 
lings than Georgetown students. 

What was billed as a performance came 
across more as an afternoon of family entertain- 
ment or dance recital. 

The Clark Atlanta University Jazz Orches- 
tra, directed by James Patterson. was the high- 
light of the afternoon. The orchestra, which has 
approximately 26 members, played selections 
by jazz greats including Dizzy Gillespie and 
Duke Ellington. 

The orchestra has a number of talented mu- 
sicians, and they play well together. However, 
they had a certain sameness of style in all their 
selections, often starting pieces with a sole 
bass, adding drums, piano and then brass. This 

formulated start was a little rocky at the begin- 
ning of the first selection, but got progressively 
better the second and third times they used the 
technique. 

In general, the solos performed by individual 
orchestra members were very strong. Bassist 
Craig Shaw was a joy to listen to, and the 

. orchestra took full advantage of his talents, 
giving him extended solos whenever possible. 
Saxophonist Kenneth Faison was one of the few 
performers who looked truly comfortable on 
stage and was able to put some feeling into the 

; notesheplayed.; iz oibiy 5 pi a 
Channell Mosley, the orchestra’s vocalist in 

selections like Ellington’s “I Got it Bad and 
That Ain’t Good,” had alot of power, but lacked 
finesse. The audience got the impression that 
she is not used to using a microphone because 
she had some problems with the explosive 
consonants. 

One of the orchestra’s best points was its 
energy. Also impressive was that the musicians 
were clearly enjoying the pieces and playing 
together. Any mistakes they made were over- 

shadowed by their enthusiasm. 

The second part of the afternoon consisted of 
excerpts from a musical work-in-progress by 
Ron Davis, who also choreographed and di- 
rected the piece. In general. this segment lacked 
cohesion. It wasn’t clear the three parts were 
meant to be performed together. 

See JAZZ. ». 3G 
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Mei Campanella and Hakim Young portray a successful African-American couple in “The Talented Tenth.”     
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Stray Cat : y Lais; Foolish 
. On Prowl 

¢ allic Setzer Returns On 
§ 5 o ‘ o ’ 

Runaway Boys Sometimes ‘Friends 
= 

7. BY STEIANE GATION Should Stay ‘Friends’ 
Hoya Starr WRITER ; ) 

Vincent, Eddie Cochran and, to an ex- 

These days, ’80s music iS 1: tent, Jerry Lee Lewis. The infectious By ELizageTH C. RAPOSO 

enjoying newfound popularity.  enthusiasmofrockabilly diedout,how- | 5 © "c= 00" 

People across the United States ever, when the trippie-hippie music of fe 

s are lining up outside clubs, like the 60s burst onto the scene. It ap- m A song for Matthew Perry: 
> ay Washington’s own Heavenand Helland peared to be all but gone until the late 8 (Singing): Sonoonesaid your 

Decades, that promote an *°80s Night,”  ’70s, when a few underground mods "Ou film was gonna be this way 

or “Retro Saturday Dance Fever.” On and rockers began incorporating the | (clap clap clap clap clap): “Fools Rush 
any one of these evenings, fans expectto old guitar-driven melodies into their | In’s a joke, your career is D.O.A...." 

hear ’80s classics like “Take on Me,” songs. And, in 1978, while Setzer was When I say that everything in “Fools 
“Come On, Eileen” or “Tainted Love.” playing with the Long Island-based | Rush In” is forced, [ mean, everything is 

Suddenly, what was considered cheesy Bloodless Pharaohs, the rockabilly bug | forced. Two problem areas in particular 

~~ &, dance music ofa best-forgottendecadeis bit him too. — the plot and the acting — make for a 
embraced by a new generation as an icon One year later, Setzer met up with | predictable and truly boring film. 

of pop culture. Phantom and Rocker and they started Perry plays Alex Whitman, a business- 

Somewhere in the middle of this craze playing under the name The Tom Cats | man from New York city who goes to live CourTESY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES 

falls the Stray Cats, an ’80s band that (quickly replaced by the much hipper | in Las Vegas because his company needs i < i i nd the future of their unborn child 

almost slipped through the cracks of this ~~ Stray Cats). The band mixed punk with | him to do work there. Now, when I say Mow Paar Sune Dns noes of BelnuroAhooy meninges eT 

revival. But with EMI’s recent release of rockabilly, infusing its songs with the | businessman, even this is unclear. He : : = 

rt ® the mammoth Stray Cats retrospective, franticenergy of Setzer’scrooning voice. | seems to work for a company that builds director, Andy Tennant, creates—which fathers of the newlyweds fightoverwhat metaphor about two squirrels. both 

“Runaway Boys,” the Cats have reaf- They then left for England, where | and promotesnightclubs—butheisn’tan end up looking racist. Forexample: Alex religion the baby should be. This argu- born in the same place, but living in 

firmed their position as prime contribu- throngs of British fans incorporated the | architect and not once is there a reference goes to dinner at Isabel's house, he gets ment dissolves into name-calling, and a different places. Isabel says that they 

tors to the ’80s phenomenon. Cats’ music into their lifestyles. made to him being in construction. So her relatives confused, he doesn’t speak statement by Alex’s father that Mexi- are the same squirrel, but they just 

The Stray Cats’ greatest hits, with “Runaway Boys” is a compilation of | well just call him a “builder-guy.” Alex Spanish — ha ha. cans somehow polluted America with look different and it shouldn’t matter. 

over 76 minutes of music and 25 tracks all the Stray Cats’ hits — and then | meets Isabel (Salma Hayek) at a bar one Example No. 2: Alex doesn’t tell his their “guacamole and ghetto blasters.” ~~ Alex asks if she thinks these squirrels 

(including four previously unreleased in some. The opener, “Rock This Town,” | night and while she is talking about how parents he is married for fear of what they Then there is trouble in paradise. Alex will ever be able to bridge the distance 

o the United States), boasts one of themost captures the Cats’ ideal of the “mis- | destiny brings people together there is a might do to him. So when the Whitmans and Isabel disagree over where theirchild between them. (Get it yet? Alex and 

~ comprehensive collections of a band in chievousinstigator.”“We’re gonnarock | crescendo in the background music and show up to surprise Alex in his new should be raised. Isabel thinks Alex is Isabel are the squirrels!) 

recent years. This is especially impres- this town, rock it inside out,” Setzer | Alex has fallen for her (shocker!). They home — wouldn’t it be funny if these  workingtoo hard while Alex’s staff thinks And finally the acting. Salma Hayek 

sive because the Cats never achieved sings. Released in 1982, “Rock This | have a one-night stand. She takes off the wealthy WASPy people thought Isabel he is not working hard enough. His boss is beautiful, but even her looks can not 

mainstream American popularity. They ~ Town” is still perhaps the most recog- | next morning. She returns three months were his maid? Well, that’s what hap- gives him a deadline to finish the con- rescue her from the Titanic known as 

had to travel to England before they nized Cats tune, and much of its music | later and tells Alex she’s pregnant. They = pens. struction of the club and, while Alex is “Fools Rush In”. Matthew Perry is 

found their fan base. resembles the upbeat danceability of | decide to keep the baby and get married in Example No. 3: Alex expresses to trying to save his career, Isabel thinks charming enough for television, but he 

~ The Stray Cats (comprised of singer/ this original. a chapel of love. Isabel that their house needs to be deco- their marriage is falling apart. does not have what it takes to carry a 

guitarist Brian Setzer, drummer Slim Setzer and company portray the The rest of the film tries to show how rated. When Alex returns from work that While the two lovers try to work out film. He relies too much on his reacting 

Jim Phantom and bassist Lee Rocker) epitome ofsly cool on“Stray Cat Strut,” | two people from vastly different back- day, the house is filled with Isabel’s their problems, their conversations be- ability rather than his acting ability and 

played a brand of music that received a musical metaphor for the trio. In this | grounds can come together and out of family, who have decorated their home come frighteningly bad. At one point uses one too many goofy faces. 

widespread recognition in the 1950s: number, Setzer likens himself to the | hope for their unborn child build a life by throwing a lot of crucifixes on the Alex and Isabel are not sure if their I guess the Elvis lyric holds true: Wise 

rockabilly. Back then, pioneers of cool “cats” of the day: decked out in | together. But this effort is marred by the wall, much to the chagrin of Alex. Then, differences will preventthem frombeing men say only fools rush in, but I can’t 

rockabilly included Bill Haley, Gene See STRAY CATS, p. 8G | failed jokes and awkward situations the when the two families come together, the together. Isabel launchesintoanextended help warning you to stay the hell away. 

 



By Eric Womack 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

If you have ever been curious about 
how it would be to live like royalty, take a 
visit to the “Jewels of the Romanovs: 
Treasures of the Russian Imperial Court,” 

on display at the Corcoran Gallery of Art 
until April 13. From imperial portraits to 
court costumes to some of the largest 
jewels in the world, the collection from 
various Russian state museumsis abreath- 
taking show of wealth and power. What 
was once the pride of the imperial court is 
now the cultural heritage of the Russian 
people. The Corcoran has the honor of 
being the first museum in the United 
States to hold these treasures, and this is 
one exhibit not to be missed, if not for its 
artistic value then at least for its historical 
importance. 

The exhibit is located on the ground 
floor of the Corcoran ina disjointed series 
of rooms. Upon entering the exhibit, the 
viewer is surrounded by a series of impe- 
rial portraits as well as notes and effects of 
the Imperial family. The best advice in 
viewing this section of the exhibit is to 
leave it. The pained looks on the faces of 

the royals must have come from the real- 
ization that the court artist was painting 
them with such a lack of expression and 
atmosphere. The bland, stoic paintings 
only fit the exhibit in providing faces for 
the former owners of the costumes and 
jewelry. The notes of the Imperial family 
are uninteresting comments about lifeand 
politics. There are no images or designs 
worth noting. 

The next room holds what you pay the 
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Corcoran Discovers Jewel of An 

Exhibit in Russian Romanovs 

$5 entrance fee to see: the Jewels of the 
Romanovs from the State Diamond Fund 
of the Russian Federation. The Diamond 
Fund was begun by Emperor Peter I (the 
Great) in 1719. Peter formally designated 
pieces from the private collection of the 
Romanovs as state treasures. Before Peter 
the Great, most treasures had been made 

for the church. Those from this era are 
definitely not artistic achievements in the 
depiction of Mary and Child or in the 
decoration of crosses. But, the pageantry 

. of the decoration is astounding. The icons 
of Mary and Child are oil paintings on 
wood and covered by a veil of semi-pre- 
cious stones and pearls, as well as delicate 
stitching. Crosses hold enamel paintings 
of Christ surrounded by rubies and emer- 
alds. The robe and scepter of a clergy 
member are the most astonishing pieces. 
The robe is completely covered with jew- 
eledlining, causing the finecloth tosparkle. 
The scepter looks like the staff of a king, 
not the symbol of a man of God. The 
beauty of these pieces show the power of 
the church in imperial Russia. The wealth 
of the church rivaled even that of the 
imperial court. 

The next room of the exhibit holds the 
pieces of Rococo and Neo-classicist style 
of the late 18th and early 19th century. 
These pieces show that no matter how rich 
the church ever was, nothing could sur- 

pass the almost disgusting wealth of the 
Russian Imperial family. King Gustaf III 
of Sweden gave “Caesar’s Ruby” to 
Catherine Il in 1777. Gustaf gave the gift 
in hopes of a marriage that never hap- 
pened. The ruby is shaped in the form of a 
raspberry, and is one of the largest of its 
kind. Crowns of golden leaves and ruby 
bees are displayed, and emerald and dia- 
mond pins shine throughout the room. 
There are also military badges made as 
early as 1700. These are constructed of 
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Roundtrip Rates 
Within Zone A or B 

Between Zone A & Zone B 

Between Zone A & Zone C 

Between Zone B & Zone C 

Within Zone C 

Not valid for travel to/from IL/CO/AK/HI. 

‘$129 roundtrip 

$189 roundtrip 

$269 roundtrip 

$189 roundtrip 

$109 roundtrip     C
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To enjoy these low Weekender Zone Fares - plus earn Mileage Plus® 
credit on your trip - 

reserve your flight and redeem your certificate. 

To receive these savings, use your MasterCard® card to purchase an 
E-Tickets™ between Feb 1, 1997 and May 15, 1997 for travel between 
Feb 15, 1997 and June 6, 1997. Outbound travel good on flights depart- 
ing on Saturday. Return travel good on flights returning the Monday follow- 
ing departure (An exception for travel between zones A-C, Return travel may 
also be on the Tuesday following departure). 

Zone Definitions: 

Zone A - AL, AR, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, IA, IN, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME, 
MI, MN, MO, MS, NC, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, SC, TN, VA, VT, WI, WV 
Zone B - ID, KS, MT, ND, NE, NM, OK, SD, TX, UT, WY 
Zone C - AZ, CA, NV, OR, WA 

  

just call your travel professional or United to 

Not valid for travel to/from IL/CO/AK/HI. 

pearls, rubies and diamonds, and featured 
the enamel paintings of former kings in 
the center. These badges were given out to 
“friends” of the Russian state. 

Upon leaving the jewels, the visitor 
enters the costume room. Court Gowns 
worn by former empresses as well as the 
ceremonial garb of visitors adorns the 
18th century room. If you’re worried that 
the gowns might be modest, don’t be. 

Diamonds, semi-precious stones and el- 

egant stitching line the gowns and suits. If 
you're an art lover, I again urge you to 
leave the room. 

The final room luckily contains the 
jewels of the 19th century, a period when 
quality finally overcame size. The blue 
diamond of Empress Maria Feodorovna, 
wife of Emperor Paul I, is believed to have 
been cut from the famous stone known as 
“Le Tavernier”. This stone should sound 
familiar — it also produced the Hope 
Diamond, on display at the 
Smithsonian. The room also includes un- 
cut stones. In one cabinet alone, the 
Horsehead Nugget, a gold rock the size of 
a horse’s head, and Mephistopholes, a 
nugget in the shape of a devil, sit next to 
piles of emeralds and uncut rubies. 

The “Jewels of the Romanovs” is an 
exhibit that will astound anyone, except 
perhaps for the diehard art lover. The 
gaudy clothes, the ostentatious religious 
icons, the dead portraits and the immense 
wealth will not set a standard for beauty, 
but even theart critic finds himself hoping 
for a handout. 

Editor’s note: The Corcoran is of- 
fering the opportunity for George- 
town students fluent in Russian and 
English to assist in giving tours and 
to learn about the exhibit. If inter- 
ested, call Donna Doran at (202) 639- 
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A Humorous 

Look at Film 

By   

  

AISLING O'SHEA 

“Can you really screw someone to 
death?” This is the epic question around 
which “Body of Evidence” revolves. On 
trial is Madonna, who hadn’t yet learned 
to make Argentina cry for her — she has 
only shacked up with half the men in 
Seattle. 
Problems occur when one of them does 

far more than cry. Afterher aging lover is 
found tied up in bed with home porn 
movies playing in the bedside TV, dead 
of an apparent heart attack, Madonna 
seems surprised to find out she is the 
prime suspect in his murder. The weapon: 
her own body. This lends a whole new 
meaning to the term “kinky sex.” 

“Body of Evidence” is more than a 
Madonna vehicle. It is an exploration 
into the world of crime, courtrooms, and 

S & M. It also raises some important 
questions about love. Of course, it also 
allows us to see full frontals of Madonna 
(as if the thrill of that didn’t wear off in 
the ’80s) as well as a few things even she 
wouldn’t have been able to get away 
with before a live audience. 
Madonna is determined to convince 

her lawyer, Frank, that she has done 
nothing wrong and is worth risking his 
reputation and his marriage to defend. 
Meanwhile, she plays almost an Obi- 
Wan Kenobi-like role in teaching him 
the ways of sadomasochism (right be- 
foretheir first sexual encounter, she looks 
deep into his eyes, says, “My way,” and 
the next thing you know, he’s tied up.) 
Apparently, you’re much more likely to 
defend someone in a court of law if 
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Madonna Takes It Off 
One Too Many Times 
they’ve handcuffed you to a bed. 

Back in the courtroom, prosecutors 
rest their case on the fact that everyonein 
America thinks Madonna is a slut. They 
contest that she deliberately sent dear old 
Andrew to his grave by “cruelly” expos- 
ing him to “rigorous” sex, which was 
more than a man with a heart condition 
could possibly handle. What is most 
amazing is that, in this case, they actu- 

ally managed to bring in “expert wit- 
nesses.” Apparently there are people in 
this world whose opinions on whips and 
chains are considered infallible in a court 
of law. Frank, naturally, argues that 
sexual deviants are people too. As one of 
the arresting officers said, “It’s not a 
crime to be a great lay.” 

Inside the courtroom, Madonna looks 

properly conservative and even occa- 
sionally dabs at her handkerchief mourn- 
fully as the witnesses talk about her 
kinky sex habits (presumably, she is 
crying because all this brings back pleas- 
ant memories of the dearly departed 
Andrew.) Outside the court room it- 
self, however, her true self surfaces — 
in the courthouse elevator, in the court- 
house parking garage. You get the 
picture. 

Watching “Body of Evidence,” I was 
learning along with Frank. In some ways, 
the movie was a veritable how-to for 
killing someone with sex. Not only had 
the possibility never occurred to me, but 
ifithad, I wouldn’t have had the slight- 
est idea of how to go about doing it. 
Now, thanks to the expert testimony 
and Madonna’s simple visuals, I'l] 
never need a hitman. After all, I have 
my bed. 

Also, “Body of Evidence” gave me 
new insight into the world of S & M. 
In one particularly vivid scene, for 
instance, we learned how hot wax, 

champagne and the human tongue can 
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@ard and United Airlines! 

The W 0 kend With United Airlines 
lle hg Monday Or Tuesday To 

ntial Savings When 
erCard® Card. 

To make reservations, call United at 1-800-241-6522 
or your travel professional. 

Please reference Weekender Zone Fare Certificate AV0027. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 
Promo Code: AV0027 
Valid Carrier: United Airlines/Shuttle by United/United Express. 
Valid Routing: Roundtrip travel must begin and end in the 48 contiguous United 
States (IL/CO/AK/HI excluded). All travel must be via the routes of UA in which UA 
publishes Economy Class fares. One way travel/stopovers/circle trip/open segments/ 
waitlisting/standby are not permitted. Open jaw permitted. (IL and CO excluded as 
origin/destination; however, connections through CHI/DEN are permitted.) 
Valid Ticket Dates: Feb 1 through May 15,1997. 

Valid Travel Dates: Feb 15 through Jun 6, 1997. All travel must be complete by Jun 6, 1997. 
Blackout Dates: 1997: Mar 22, 29. Apr 5,12. Outbound travel must be on flights 
departing on Saturday, with return travel on flights the Monday following departure, or 
the Tuesday following departure if the passenger is traveling between zones A-C. 
Class of Service: V class. (Seats are capacity controlled and must be available in the 
required booking inventory at the time reservations are confirmed.) 
Advance Purchase: Within 24 hrs of making reservations, at least 14 days prior to departure. 
Min/Max Stay: Saturday-night stay minimum. RETURN TRAVEL MUST BE THE IMME- 
DIATE MONDAY FOLLOWING DEPARTURE; AN EXCEPTION FOR TRAVEL BETWEEN ZONES 
A-C, RETURN CAN ALSO BE THE IMMEDIATE TUESDAY FOLLOWING DEPARTURE. 
Mileage Plus Accrual: Discounted travel is eligible for Mileage Plus credit. 
Ticketing: E-Ticketing only (electronic ticketing service). 

Taxes/Service Charges: All fees, taxes and surcharges including Passenger Facility Charges 
(up to $12) are the responsibility of the passenger and must be paid at time of ticketing. 
Cert Restrictions: Certificate is required for discount and must be presented at time 
of ticketing. Accept original certificate only. Non-extendible, non-combinable with 
other air travel certificates or discount fare offers (Mileage Plus awards/SilverWings 
awards/convention/group/tour/senior citizen/student/child/travel package/travel indus- 
try discount/ military/government/joint/interline/wholesale/bulk), 
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+4 Use Your MasterCard® Card 

    

  
  

  

Promo Code: AV0027 
Ticket Designator: AV0027 
Travel Complete: June 6, 1997     

For Great Savings On United Airlines. 

    

not replaceable if lost or stolen. No cash value; may not be sold or bartered. Protection 
for flight irregularities will be on United/United Express/Shuttle by United flights only. 
Discount applies to new purchases only and will not be honored retroactively or in 
connection with the exchange of any wholly or partially unused ticket. One ticket per 
certificate redeemed. Void if altered or duplicated. 

©1997 MasterCard International Incorporated 

Ticketing Restrictions: Non-refundable. Non-transferable after ticketing. Change in 
origin or destination is not permitted. Tickets MAY BE revalidated for a $50 per ticket fee. 

  

  

1. Treat as Type ‘A' Discount Certificate 

-Use Ticket Designator: AV0027 

  

Agency Ticketing Instructions: See 8*PMA/AVO027 for detailed information 

-Use Fare Basis Code: VE1ANSTU : 
VE14NSTD (zones A-C) 

-Endorsement Box: VALID UA ONLY/Non-Ref/No Itin Changes 
2. Refer to ARC Industry Agents’ Handbook, section 6.0 for details. 
3. Failure to comply with promotion guidelines could result in debit memo. 

UAL ATO/CTO Ticketing Instructions: See S*PMO/AV0027     

Ww 

UNITED 
AIRLINES 

EEN DENN DN SE GE DE GE DOE BE GEE GER ENS EE DN BSE DENN GE EN DE BE DN DE NE ES DE GSN Ba ee 

©1997 MasterCard International Incorporated 
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be employed in a truly complete erotic 
experience. 

As for the outcome, let’s say Frank’s 
training paid off(or maybe the jury merely 
decided, on a whim, that good sex is not 
considered assault with intent ...) But 
the surprises don’t stop there. The last 15 
minutes ofthe movieare pure action, and 
there are enough twists and turns in the 
plot at the end to match about half of 
Madonna’s bedroom activity. I must 
admit to being a little disillusioned in the 
woman | had come to trust and admire. 
So, weird sexual habits or not, when she 
throws feelings out the window (for those 
of you who have seen the film, you’ll get 
the double entendre) and says, to yet 
another man, “I fucked you. I fucked 
Andrew. I fucked Frank. That’s what I 
do. I fuck,” it hits me in the heart. But 
what can you expect — that someone 
who's body has been medically proven 
to be a lethal weapon wouldn’t have a 
heart of steel? 

While the storyline is as convoluted 
as “Mission: Impossible” (at least 
we’re not forced to see Madonna have 
sex suspended by a cable in the middle 
of the CIA) and the dialogue is often 
preposterous (“Have you ever seen 
animals make love, Frank?”), “Body 
of Evidence” is a quality filmgoing 
experience. The themes are intrigu- 
ing, if a little hard to relate to, and the 
sex scenes are steamy. 

Also, unintentional laughs abound, 
and, well, it represents Madonna at her 
pre-maternal best Just wait until the 
youngster sees what mommy can do 
with a pair of handcuffs. No one will 
ever say Madonna did not leave little 
Lourdes a legacy. 

So grab your handcuffs and whip, turn 
on the VCR and don’t forget to sleep (or 

whatever else you may do in bed) with 
one eye open. 

¢ ; 

Hoya 

‘Express Way 
to Your 
Heart’ this 
Valentine’s     Day. 

  

SPRING!BREAK 
BLOWOUT! 
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BY 850 Discount wit We your student 1 
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http://www.takeahbreak.com 

1=:800:=95-BREAK 
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEY, 
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Ofc 108 Po aid 

3300 M Street, N.W., 
2nd Floor 
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HB Two 5-week sessions 

B® More than 75 quality education courses 

BM French Immersion 3-week Program 

Bm College Preview High School Program 

H Pont-Aven Art Program 

For information: 

The American University of Paris 
Summer Programs, Box S-4, 
60 East 42nd St., Suite 1463 
New York, New York 10165 

Tel. (212) 983-1414 Fax (212) 983-0444 

Web site -http://www.aup.fr 

Email - Summer@aup.fr 

coum Us ACNE 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 

OF PARIS 

  

Accredited by the Middle States Association       

JOIN US FOR THE 
GLENN MILLER 
ISA YN 
CELEBRATION 

BEGINNER SWING WORKSHOP 8-9PM 
DANCE 9 - MIDNIGHT 
ADMISSION $8 

ORCHESTRA 
Saturday, February 22 
at Glen Echo’s 
Spanish Ballroom 
7300 MacArthur Blvd, 
Glen Echo 
Maryland 

For more info, 
call 703-533-8864. 
In cooperation with the 
National Park Service. 

‘WONDERFULLY WICKED! 
SUSAN GRANGER, CRN INTERNATIONAL & AMERICAN MOVIE CLASSICS 

  
GRAHAM FULLER, INTERVIEW MAGAZINE 

eae t In R gl) a 
; JEFF CRAIG, SIXTY SECOND PREVIEW 

“‘SCHRADER'S BEST!” 
ER, BUZZ MAGAZINE 

{iain 
and ARNOLD 

janeane garofalo 

skeet 
CLE a] 

paul mazursky 

christopher 
WALKEN 

lolita davidovich 

bridget 
FONDA 

gina gershon 

A gripping comedy. 
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COURTESY OF DoMO RECORDS 

Horny Toad’s new release is a mix of ska and other forms of music. 
  

Ska to Shout About 
By CHARLIE PRINCE 
Hoya Starr WRITER 

: Fun? Yup. Ska? Nope. 
«| Upbeat? Yup. Punk? Nope. 

=.” New? Yup. Horrible? Nope. 
Popular? Yup. Amazing? Nope. 

Horny Toad formed as a reaction 
to the blandness of contemporary 
music. The band believes “A lot of 
bands sound the same now. In the 
80’s there were all these bands — 
ska, punk, whatever— but they each 

had their own distinct sound. Like 
now, if a group plays ska, they only 
play one style of it ... we play varia- 

tions of ska and even invent new 
types — like we got ‘sal-ska’ — 
which is salsa and ska.” The band’s 
goal was to create original music 
and, more or less, it did just that. 

This music is not, however, as revo- 
lutionary as one would think. Simi- 
lar to No Doubt or Goldfinger, Horny 
Toad has taken the underground fa- 

vorite “ska” and modified it to more 
mainstream tastes. It combines 

heavier bass lines than most ska- 
hybrid bands. This isn’t terribly sur- 
prising, considering the bassist used 
to play for metal band Suicidal Ten- 
dencies. 

The band is composed of three men: 

  

  

Kid Caviar (vocals), Moises (guitar) 

and Louichi (bass). They come from 

Southern California, and the band 
members are trying to spread the mu- 
sical taste of the region. “To us it’s 
just snowboarding music,” Caviar 

says. “Back in the ’60s. the Beach 
Boys did surf music. Well it’s the 

’90s, and now it’s all about board- 
ing.” The band seems to have reached 

alarger audience than just the “board- 
ing” crowd. They have toured in Ja- 
pan, Thailand and Mexico, in addi- 
tion to “every venue in L.A.” 

For non-boarders, you might still 
want to check the band out if you're 
into upbeat dance music. A lot of the 
songs are perfect dance tunes, espe- 
cially “Quicksand” and “Shiver.” At 
one show, the crowd danced so much 
the floor gave way. 

Some of their songs are more per- 
sonal but, despite the band’s claim 
that they play several different styles, 
the ska element is never left out. 

So, attention ska-boarders — this 

CD is for you. Attention ska fans 
who like dancing — the album’s for 
you, too. But, if ska gets on your 
nerves, you probably won’t like this 
CD at all. It’s far from pure ska, but 
not so far you can ignore it alto- 
gether.   
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“The Banjo Lesson,” based on a paint- 
ing by African-American ariist Henry 

Ossawa Tanner, included Wesley Jack- 

son playing the banjo while a group of 
little girls sat on the stage listening and 
pretending to sing along. 

Jackson’s banjo-playing ability is solid, 
and the number was perfect for keeping the 
attention of younger children. But, luckily 
itwas shortbecause the restoftheaudience’s 
attention started wandering. 

Nathaniel Cooper, a senior from the 
Duke Ellington School of the Arts, per- 
formed “Tap Sounds,” a tribute to great 
tappers of the past. Cooper's flawless, 
entertaining performance was another high 
pointtotheafternoon. His partner, a young 

girl not mentioned in the program, was 
cute and an accomplished tapper for her 
age, but an older partner might have al- 

lowed Cooper’s ability to shine moe. 
Performed a capella. Cooper’s perfor- 
mance was over far too fast. 

“Harlem.” the last piece of “The Black 
Pot.” featured The Duke Ellington School 
of the Arts Dance Ensemble. a collection 
of students from the school. Set to music 

by Duke Ellington. there were high points 
and low points to the 14-minute perfor- 

mance. 
Some of the choreography was excel- 

lent. A sequence done by four boys witha 
basketball was both fun and well-per- 
formed, although it included more acro- 
batics than dance. The lifts executed by 
pairs of dancers were near flawless. 

However, the work done by the en- 

semble as a whole was somewhat limited 
by the ages of the younger members. 

While they show promise, they don’t yet 
have the skills to compare to the older, 

more accomplished members of the group. 
The purpose of this piece is to show 

glimpses of everyday life, but what comes 
across is slightly disjointed. Some sec- 
tions are pure pantomime, but the more 
abstract attempts to portray the essence of 

life lose their focus. 
Asawork-in-progress, “The Black Pot” 

shows promise, but some areas of chore- 

ography could use work. Also, an all- 
encompassing story or unifying purpose 
other than simply showing glimpses of 
everyday life would help. 

time the Griswolds 
are on a roll. 

do Te 
gE 
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Ania R,, 
Happy Valentine's Day, girl! 
Thanks so much for always being there 
for me. 
— Love, Asia 

  

To my friends, 
The time we've spent together has 
brought joy and fulfillment to my life. I 
love you all very much and thank you 
with all my heart. 
— Jeff 

  

Erin, 
So glad you're here. Happy 
Valentine's Day! 

  

To 3805 S St., 1263 35th St., 1221 
33rd St., Riggs 23, Village A B302, 

Village A F105, Leila and Olga, 
Our Cosmic Network of 
Communicaion is AMAZING! Let the 
circle of Decisive, Fly Women be 
foreverunbroken! 
— Love, Genevieve 

  

SMK & MJC, 
Happy V-Day, folks. Who needs 
anyone else? We have each other. Well 
... No. Our third one together and 

hopefully many more. I love you guys, 

man! 
—DMS 

  

To the Porn Star and her personal 

photographer + their staff, 
I desire a photo session with you 
perhaps in Key West or somewhere 
along the way? 
— An Aspiring Papa-Razi 

  

To my Basque Buddy, 
I’m sending you a Love Note — so you 

better be giving me CHOCOLATES! 
I’m happy that things are working out 
even though you’re a DEMOCRAT! 
— Love, Me 

  

To the Susan Whitaker Journal 

Club, 
You guys make my Fridays. I love you 
guys, but not as much as I love 

journals. 

— Love, Connie (Member, SWIC) 

  

Mariana, 
Happy Valentine’s Day! You are an 
awesome roommate. 
— Alicia 

  

Briana, 
You are the best part of my life; there 
for me when I need you, always with a 
smile. Hppy Valentine’s Day, honey! 
On to Disney! 
— Love always, Ben 

  

Liz, 
Even though you're not my valentine, | 
thought you should get one of these 
since Keenan is an unromantic leper of 
a boyfriend. (Just kidding, John.) 
— Sending 1/4 my love, D. 

  

Dear Honey, 
Please be my valentine — this is for 
not giving you chocolate. 
— Sugar 

  

H., 
Everyone should have a good friend 
like you. Happy Valentine’s Day! 
— Love, J. 

Westy, 
A haiku for you: 
You are a demon, 

But your stained, crooked buckteeth, 
Really turn me on. 
—Love, Joe Hoya 

P.S. Got no driver’s license, but want 
yourlovin’! 

  

WGTB, 
1 love you. Happy Valentine's Day. ... 
But we never see each other anymore. | 
try searching for you, but to no avail. 
stop by New South Cafeteria, but 
you're never there. | heard you were in 
Fast Break, but by the time I got there 
you were gone. If our relationship is 
going to work, I really need to find 
you. [ think I’ve got what it takes to 
turn you on, and I’ve even got the 

special “wiring” and “adapters” that 
make you sing. Please, please, please, 
let’s get together. 
— A Secret Admirer 

  

Caryn, 

Happy Valentine’s Day from your 
pimp-daddies at Henle 60. 

  

Henle 60 & D., E. and Beard, 

Happy Valentine’s Day to the best 
“boyfriends” a gal could have. 
— Luv, Caryn 

  

To my new loves: Jim, Stephanie, 
Michelle, Kei, Adam. To my old 

loves: Nadine, Jasmine, Maitha and 

Jonah. And to love forever: Ozzie. 
— Everyone’s favorite eccentric girl: 
Alex 

. THE Hoya GUIDE FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14 

Foy Love Votes 1997 
Special Valentine's Day Section 

To the Sweatshop Workers of 
America, > 
God bless us for being such fabulous 
women, sisters, family and friends. | 
love you! 
— Roland from Firstcard 

  

Riggs 2, 
Ain’t no party like a Riggs 2 party 
cuz a Riggs 2 party don’t stop. 

  

Dearest Julie, 

Now that | know, our nights will no 
longer be spent sleeping. 
— Patel 

  

Dear Dana H., 

| feel we’ve grown so much closer 
since that magical night when we 
consummated our love. Stay with me 
forever. 
— Love always. Jo 

P.S. 1 hear Annie G. is going away 
next weekend. 

  

To Jim & Tue Guipk staff, 

Thanx for everything. 

—Love, WGTB 92.3 FM 

  

AT, 
Long way from Italian sodas. 
— IB 

  

Ciara, Kristin, Pooh, Beans, Marty 

and Mark, 

Happy Valentine’s Day. I suggest we 
start advertising immediately. 
— Your girl always, Boozin’ 

  

To the sexy ladies who chill on the 
stoop of 3607 N St., 

Care for a little 3-on-3? 
— Bailey, Charlie and the Painter 

  

Meredith & Megan, 
Just wanted to say: 
Happy Yee Yee Yee Valentine's Day! 
— Love, Sparky 

  

Are you going to put the shrimp on the 
“barbie” or should 1? 

  

To Sarah Stanford 
How can | express my love in such few 
words? I love you beyond words, 
beyond the mountains and rivers that 
divide us, and beyond comprehension. 
— Jeff 

* 

  

Michelle, 

Your smiles and laughter will be with 
me forever after. 
An 

  

KRLB, 
Happy V-Day! Here's to fun, friends, 
our new glasses & cats! 
— Love, Me 

  

Luscious, 
The Devil made me do it. Hope this 
weekend is a little drier than the last. 
Oh, and sorry bout ruining the 
presents. Be mine? 
— Romeo 

  

Dear Roxanne, 
A valentine meant to show you how 
very nice it is to know you. Happy 
Valentine’s Day. 
— Love, Twenty Tickets 

  

To my lovely Laura “Hags” 
Haggerty, 

No one knows the depth of my love to 
you. Not even Chuckie, who lives 
under your bed, or the heat from Puerto 
Rico. 

  

Cabeza Grande & Lizard, 
Happy V-Day from your favorite 
Cookie Monster and Interrupting Cow. 

  

Genevieve, 

Roses are red, 

Violets are blue, 
The library’s the place for 
Lovin’ you, 
— Love, ? 

  

To Mike and all happening guys 
everywhere, 

Here’s to the women we love; 

Here’s to the women who love us; 

If the women we love don’t love us, 
Then forget the women, here’s to us. 
— Squatchy 
Isn't that the story of our lives? 

  

Dear Antoinette, 

If there’s one joy, one love from which 
I never want to part, it’s you — that 
special someone in my world, my life, 
my heart. Happy Valentine’s Day. 

Dear Ashley, 

Wishing you the kind of day that’s 
filled, right from the start, with all the 
bright and pleasant things dearest to 
your heart, Happy Valentine’s Day. 
P.S. Wear a skirt and no panties for me 
next Tuesday. 

Alex, 

I never thought I’d find someone at 
Georgetown as crazy as me! But there 
you were! My best friend! 
— Love, Stephanie 

  

To the women of Village B 86: 
Sarah, Meghan, Hien and Gabriel, 

Thanks for making me feel welcome! 
— Love, AB 

  

[ LOVE: STEPHANIE, TERRI, 
COZ. ANGELA, JOHN, MARY, 
LIL’ LISA. NATALIE, DOMINICK, 
FRANKIE, DOM. BAMBIGGA. 
NON’S, DANIELLE, LISA. SUE, 
SUE, FARRAH, MATT, CINDY, 
BERT, KAZI. (PICCOLO TOO), 
CHRIS, FU. ALL, TINA, JOON. 
WEN, CINDY, HELEN, YAYA, 
MIKE, INES, LIZABETH, 
KRISTEN, TAMMI, H20YAS, 
CHRIS, MIKE, FRANEY, CHRIS- 
TINE, JUDY, ADAM, SPECS, ANT, 
BRI, TADROS, SHAWN, 
NAMBOODIRI, CABRAL, THE 
HOYA! HAPPY VALENTINE’S 
DAY. 
— LOVE, MIKE 
  

Der Sandro, 

I hope you had a nice day at work — 
congratulations on your new job! 
Hopefully, your paycheck, will be 
able to cover dinner tonight ... ha ha. 
Thanks for putting up with all my 
moods for all this time. It’s been a 
long time! But you are good, like 
history. Happy Valentine’s Day. 
— Love, Nina 

  

Amy H., 

I love how you color-coordinate your 
shirts + socks. Let me know that you 
have a sense of humor and go to 
coffee with me some time. 
— Anthropology 

  

Jim, Bill and Elaine, 
Happy V-Day kids! Thanks for the 
chaos, madness and sheer fun that is 

THE GUIDE. 
— Love, Stephanie 

  

Dear Nicole Boutick, : 

A valentine meant to show you how 
very nice it is to know you. Happy 

Dear Buttercup, 
The last year and two weeks have 
been great. | hope that things will 

  

Valentine's Day. only get better. 
— Love, Secret Admirer — Love, Pooh 

Mary Frances, Pooh, 
Why don’t you return my calls? Please = Luv ya, have a good one. 
be my valentine! —E. 
— Love, Ray from FirstBank 
P.S. Tell Nic that Luscious Jackson 
sends pinky-winky love. 

  

KT O’Keefe, 
I just want you to remember me on this 
day of love!! You know I’m thinking of 
you always! Do you want to go for a 
bike ride? 
— Always, The Biker 

  

To the Happily-Married Couple, 
Your love is so cute, 

It makes me want to puke! 
— Love, Auntie Jo 

  

Dear Frog-legs, 
The last month of spending time with 
you has been great. Hopefully, there 
will be many good times to come. 
— Love, Your Little Alligator 

  

S., . 
You’ve done more for me in these 
past two years than I thought anyone 
was capable of. You are the most 
beautiful girl I know, by far, and I 

wish the best to you today an always. 
May what we have never end. 
— ChazX 

Dear EIf-Girl, 

Tlove you! Are you still going to eat 
the clams? 
— DE 

  

TPK, 
Roses are red, 

Direct deposit slips are yellow, 
Let me tell you, 
You are a great fellow! 
Only 14 days till transition! Thanks for 
a great year! 

— KMR 

  

Kristopher Robin, 
Thanks for always being there for me 
no matter what the problem. You’ve 
become one of my closest frineds. 
Can’t wait for next year! 
— Fanny 

  

Dearest Alexandra and Stephanie, 

Ah, the loves of my life! Have a happy 
Valentine’s Day. | love you both! 
— Love, Jim 

P.S. Also, a happy V-Day to THE GUIDE 
staff, Janelle and Liz. 
P.P.S. Chris ... I need a hit. 

  

Chula, 

Hola bonita! Just a little something to 
thank you for being my valentine. 
Por ser mi reina 
y tener fe, 
siempre voy estar 
queriendote. 
— Tu chulo, John Manuel 

  

Love me. Love me. Say that you love 
me. 
— John S.F. 

  

To the Redheads of Georgetown, 
You beautiful ladies keep my blue 
blood flowing. I adore you, each and 
every one. Won’t you all be my 
valentines? 
— Love, JackHoya 

  

Yo Titian, 

Happy V-Day! 
— G-money 

   

   

   
     

   

    

    

   

     

     

        

    

    

Dearest Aimee, 

Happy B-Day AND happy V-Day! 
You have my heart & my friendship, 
always. 

— Genevieve 

  

Pus 1 and Pus 2, 

So what can I say? Without you guys I 
would be lost. Only 3 months left — 
remember always, strong women row 
to win! Rock on sister friends. 

— Love, Blades 

  

Clay, 

Kiwi! 

— Kate 

  

Katydid, 
I promise that’s the only time I use a 
pet name. Kiwikiwi! 
— Clay 

  

To A.H.,, M.T., M.R., W.G., J.D., 
K.B., B.D. and J.S.F, 
Thanks for being there for me. 
— JJ. 

  

Chris and Maureen, 

When I say I love you, I’m talking 
about you and no one else. I hope this 
menas you'll let me live with you after 
the wedding. If I’m not in the semi- 
nary. 
— Squatch 

  

Min and Craig, 
My 2 men! Thanks so much for your 
fantastic friendship! I love you both! 
— Love, Stephanie 

      

To “The Group,” 
Thank you all for your patience and 
unending support during the past 
month, You were all very sweet, 

especially during the last couple of 
weeks. | love you all. 

— Mara : 

  

To this year’s GUSA candidates. 
A haiku to inspire you: 
Last year was grass roots 

This year things may change, but we 
Still won’t give a hoot. 
— BIG BROTHER 
P.S. We'll be watching you. 

  

To my pals at the Corp, 
C-c-c-c-can’t we all just get along? 
I won’t be happy or lucky ’til I get a 
big, wet sloppy smooch from you guys. 
— XOXO, DeMar 

  

I love it when page editors start 
barking! | 
A Hova Uber Editor 

  

Gougy, 

Though you are not here and I miss 
you somewhat, don’t worry, I’m 

taking real good care of Ellen for 
you. You're still no Mike, and I am 
not a Steward. How are the Danish 
smurfs? 
— Red 

  

Hova staffers, 

Thanks for putting up with me. It’s 
been a load of fun so far. I don’t want 

to be sappy,so I'll stop now. 
— Clay 

  

My Pookie, 

It has been the best two and a half 
years of my life. May there be many 
more. | need you. Happy Valentine's 
Day. I love you with all my heart. 
— Your Argentinian Traveler 

  

K., 
Happy Valentine’s Day. I still wish I 
knew you. Let’s do dinner sometime. 
—D. 

Delta Air Lines 
pens UpThe USA To 

College Students 
tth A Year’s Worth 

Of Low fares 
And 

Unlimited Fun. 

You deserve some fun. Get ready 

for some with Extra Credi 

Enroll today in Delta’s new college 

travel program. Save up to 50% — 

sometimes more — off normal 

(7, 14, 21 day) advance purchase, 

round-trip coach fares. Hurry, 

membership is limited. 

Get the whole scoop on the Web at 

http://www.delta-air.com/college 

To enroll, call 1 800 335-8218 or 

1 800 DELTA 18 

Extrw Credit 78 
mS 

Clay, ; 
Things that really rock, 
Include those Bulldozers we 

Get at 12 o’clock. 
— Yon 

  

Yon, 

We like Bulldozers, 

But the bus stop at three is 
A real blast for me. 

— Clay 
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    A Delta AirLines 

©1997, Delta Air Lines, Inc. 
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* | Rev. Horton Heat Far ov, om Heaven 
By CHARLIE PRINCE Z i ; : 
Hoy STAFF WRITER looks of the singer Brijitte West than The two exceptions are the opening comparable to watching a chess tour- 

by the music, NY Loose playedwitha track, “Pretty Suicide” and the last nament, although the chess tourna- 
Encores have become so ferocious indifferencereflectedby the track “Spit.” “Pretty Suicide” is easily . ment is more entertaining, since some 

common today that audi- audience’s boredom. However, there  thebestsong NY Loose has written. It thought is involved. The Reverend 

9 ences scream for one with- were a few exceptions. A handful of was also the one time during the live Horton Heat play music to dance to. 
out even thinking about it. They’re fans had seen the band a few months set that the band shined. Originally, As far as dance music goes, it has a 
Justeager to getas much forthemoney ago on the Marilyn Manson tour, and the song was intended to be its first catchy guitar, bass and drum combi- 
as possible. If the band does not play ~wentto theshow justtoseeNY Loose. single, but wasn’t released because nation. You can sec how the bandrose 
an encore, the audience is not just After the show the band mentioned radio stations wouldn’t play the con- out of the bar scene and recorded a 
disappointed — the fans feel ripped that this was only its second tourand troversial song. Asiscommoninmany CD. Thelive performance, on the other 
off. Oncetheencorebegins, thecrowd that it was pretty happy with the out- modern bands, the lyrics are stupid, hand, is inexplicable. 

screams with anxiety after every song, come of the concert. ; but the idea is provocative. With an old “Johnny B. Goode” 
afraid the show has come to an end. During their set, NY Loose played . If there is a catch to the Reverend feel, theband ripped through its songs, 
But, nothing can be compared to the almost all of the songs off its debut Horton Heat’s music, itisn’tclear. As playing the kind of music expected 

<P blissful moment when the Reverend album, released last year on Holly- NY Loose singer Brijitte West put it, from a movie soundtrack. In general, 
Horton Heat finally stopped playing wood Records. The band’salbumhas  “they’re a very stylistic-oriented theaudience seemed to enjoy dancing 

at the 9:30 Club last Friday. the same straight-forward rock style band.” Thisisan understatement. The to what sounded like the same song 
Listening to the open band NY as the band’s live show, although the Reverend Horton Heat avoidlyrics, so repeated over and over again all night. 

Loose was definitely the best part of studio tracks are more tame. Most of their performance on Friday waslittle By the end of the show, it was clear 
the show, although they really weren't the CD’s twelve songs are as medio- more than an hour and a half of guitar that a lot of people were just bored. 
that good. Carried more by the good cre as the band’s live performance. solos. The visual performance was COURTESY OF RADIOACTIVE RECORDS 

" » Sultry singer Jennifer Charles of Elysian Fields entices her listener. 

Elysian Fields Makes 

fl Sweet Love to Your Ears 
By Jerr DEMARTINO around. Charles’ sultry voice floats 

. Hori Starr Waren through every song. We're talking eccen- 
: tric stuff. Dark. even haunting, if you will. 

[don’tusually buy a CD based While Elysian Fields has its trade- 
onareview,butwhenarespected mark sound. the band still finds room for 

ce : 9 publication like Bust Magazine nuance. Between the pulsing bass and 
said Elysian Fields lead singer Jennifer jazzy piano chords on “Jack in the Box.” 
Charles “thrusts poetry from her breathto Oren Bloedow’s edgy guitar enhances 

9 yours,” I rushed to the store to buy the Charles’ cutting voice. And Ed 
latest Elysian Fields release, “Bleed Your - Pastorini’s piano on “Fountains on Fire” 

l ] \ \ Cedar” (OK, OK — I found it in THE mixes beautifully between ethereal 
" y Guipe’s CD vault). twinkles and cascades. Yeah — I'm 

\ : And after reading all the reviews, I shouting out to Oren Bloedow and Ed 
: wanted to say this was a bad “sex” band so  Pastorini. Props to you guys. 

: ° ° I could use witty lines like: And the beat goes on. What's that you 
“I don’t like Elysian Fields anymore. I say? You want a song entitled “Sugar- 

a \ / Cc : O S | Ir V 1 V c a I 1 don’tevenknow fl like sexanymore,” or: plum Arches?” It’s right here. James 
“I would never recommend this CD to Genus pounds away on bass, pushing the 

: anyone. This ‘cedar’ is limp.” song forward on Charles’ assertion 

od . In fact, ’'m not really sure what “Bleed “Make it hum.” This song’s a hummer, 

s Your Cedar” means. So I asked the kid in alright. 
. my Euro. Civ. class — the one who talks But Elysian Fields can’t keep up these 
O Cc \ A / O I : too darn much — about possible meta- groovin’ undertones for the entirety of 

® phors and whatnot. the album, lapsing into songs that rely on 
“Bleed Your Cedar’ refers to the de- Charles’ sultry crooning. “Rolling” with 

struction oftherainforest, most definitely,” its fading, strained refrains, lives on 

ad he said. “The cedars of the rainforest are Charles’ cheeseball, suggestive lyrics. I 

; just bleeding, crying out for help from the = mean, you don’t have to get this blatant. 
pits of this infernal, fiery blaze which cuts “I wanna bleed your cedar ‘til it gives me 
them to the core. The bleeding is this cry fever.” Great. While you're at it, could 

for help. Yes, it’s definitely the rainforest. you do my laundry? 
Either that or a Jesus reference.” So Elysian Fields manages to break 

Works for me. the mold I had expected them to fit. I 

: ; . Butthis€Disgoodforboth Valentine’s ~ don’t care about listening to a “sex” 

39 ova «- Dayand Arbor Day (especially foryoutree ; band, I want ‘good music. I plan on 
: - huggers out there). Elysian Fields mixes listening to this album during quite a few 

slow, driving beats with dissonant piano sexy, sinuous nights in front of my com- 
and acoustic guitar as well as any band puter. Oh yeah. 

* Spring Break ‘97! pring break 97! 
FREE 1000's Of One-Pieces, Bikinis, Thongs, D Cups & Men's 

! PARKING! 

oe 

1819 M Street NW ¢ 735 15th St., NW 
(202) 331-8372 ° (202) 393-3533 
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REASONS 
TO TAN WITH CASA DEL SOL 

1:0 Eotablohed in 1982 

’ 
1 NOFLYBYNGHT 

v | 105: Most beds in the DC area (45) 
. : : . s | CG: All locations sparking clean 

If you feel like blowing out of town, abandon your buggy in long-term parking and | 5 Frendy, educated staf 

. ; « Largest; selection of 
catch a flight to New York. You'll only be out $51 when you travel all day Saturday or : nn ine Ak 

; . =O 20 minute bed 
Sunday morning, and $79 the rest of the week. Or buy a Flight Pack of four ($57 each | a 

ve ; h d We h I f flich i “0 As always, we will split 
way) or eight ($52 each way) coupons and save even more. We have plenty of thghts 1 9 WEEK I your ceeein 

: . a i Or Best prices in town 

leaving whenever you want to go. For more information call 1-800-WE FLY DL. : UNLIMITED $38 ol oe oy 

Or visit our web site at http://www.delta-air.com/college. There, you'll find more ! 1 MONTH 25 Strongest ny 

. i UN DSSS, wh 
ve student travel benefits and other useful news. So don’t hesitate. Manhattan’s waiting. i LIMITE | 5 5 ers, ie room phones, 

1 3UVA TANS iaarious 100 cotsn tonds 
1 and much more 

i] §56 | Ox Tan with us. 
| Al ends dol A Delta | GUVATANS | Hires 

5 $90 Cp! CASA del SOL proudly sols Heliotherapy 
3 ° - California Tan Skincare Products 

ob You'll love the way we fly g mm mm me rd by ara 
$ GEORGETOWN + 202-333-6601 

: ls 3240 Grace St. NW, Washington, DC # behind Georgetown Park Mal 
Pd 

§ NORTHWEST, D¢ + 202.363.2401 
Passenger Facility Charges of to $24, depending on fare type, are not included. Reservations must be confirmed and tickets purchased at least three days prior to travel for $51 fare. Except for $51 fare, fares valid for travel only 8 4926 Wiec. Ave. NW, Washington, DC (1 mile north of Tenley Circle) 

on the Delta Shuttle for youths between the ages of 12-24. Photo identification issued by a local/state/federal government agent and proof of age required. Eligible travel periods: $51 fare valid for travel all day Saturday and Sun- - $ A . 301 652 5825 

Vv $ day morning; other listed fares valid Monday-Friday, between 10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m, and all day Saturday and Sunday. Travel during alternate days/times permitted at higher applicable fares. Delta Flight S BETHE D o . 

Pack: entire coupon book must be presented at the time of travel; coupons not valid if detached from book. Refunds available with penalties. Seats are limited. Fares subject to change without notice. ©1997 Delta Air Lines, Inc. 4550 Montgomery Ave, Bethesda (Air Rights Bldg)     
  

ve  
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Title Stars Plot Summary Grade 
  

Evita 

Kolya 

Ground 

Metro 

of a Lady 

Jerry Maquire 

Dangerous 

Fools Rush In 

The People vs. 

Larry Flynt 

The Portrait 

Prisoner of the 

Mountains 

Slingblade 

Antonio Banderas, Madonna, 

Jonathan Pryce 

Tom Cruise, Renee Zelleweger 

Andrej Chalimon, Zdenak Sverak 

Ice Cube, Elizabeth Hurley, Ving 
Rhames 

Matthew Perry, Salma Hayek 

Eddie Murphy, Michael Rappaport 

Woody Harrelson, Courtney Love, 
Edward Norton 

Martin Donovan, Barbara Hershey, 

Nicole Kidman, John Malkovitch, 

Mary-Louise Parker 

Sergei Bordov, Oleg Menshikov 

Lucas Black, Natalie Canerday, 
John Ritter, Billy Bob Thornton, 

Dwight Yoakam 

Madonna's latest foray into the world of acting finds her 
portraying the beloved Argentinian First Lady Eva Peron. The 
question is: Can she act? The answer: Yes, when the character 
she plays has less than six lines of spoken dialogue. 

Cruise plays a shallow yet successful sports agent who comes 
to the realization that people matter, too. He quits his job and goes 
about starting his own business and in the process falls in love, 
succeeds in business and produces a football superstar. 

A comedy set in 1989 Czechoslovakia, the film focuses on 
a cellist who develops an affectionate friendship with an 
abandoned boy who doesn’t speak Czech and hinders the 
cellist’s quest for sex. 

Ice Cube plays a South African civil rights leader who returns 
to his native country after a decade in exile to save his brother 
from a drug lord (Ving Rhames). This movie’s social commen- 

tary is lost in its poor script. and production. 

Matthew perry plays Alex, an uptight yuppie who moves to 
Las Vegas for business reasons. He ends up falling in love (and 
forming a family with the frewheeling Isabel (Salma Havek). 

Billed as “Beverly Hills Cop 4,” Murphy returns to the 
cinematic scene as Scott Roper, a hostage negotiator suddenly 
confronted with a psychotic adversary while he’s adamantly 
attempting to woo back his ex-girlfriend. 

This highly successful look at the unique lives of crass “Hus- 
tler” king Larry Flynt and his eccentric stripper girlfriend 
Althea leads one to debate the pros and cons of the rights 
protected through the First Amendment. 

The chronicling of an American woman in Europe who refuses 
to be captured by the confinement of marriage. Battling the 
courtship of numerous men, Kidman’s character strives for self- 
discovery and self-fulfillment. 

Sergei Bodrov directs this film about two Russian soldiers 
who are captured by a Chechen man whe holds them hostage 
in his home. Set to the: backdrop of the Chechen conflict, the 
film is based on Tolstoy’s “Prisoner of the Mountain.” 

As his directorial debut, Billy Bob Thornton presents and 
performs in this dark comedy about a middle-aged, poor 
Southern man who returns to society after residing in a mental 
hospital for 25 years. 

  
  

    
  

Star Wars Carrie Fisher, Harrison Ford, Director George Lucas re-releases a digitally heightened 
Mark Hamil version of the 1977 original with THX sound, 14 minutes of 

new footage and enhanced images that all bring the sci-fi 
thriller into the ’90s. 

Thieves Daniel Auteuil, Didier Bezace, Director/co-writer Andre Techine portrays the lives of es- 

vp SRS Laurence Cote, Catherine Deneuve, tranged brothers Alex, a policeman, and Ivan, a car thief. The 

Benoit Magimel film, composed of chapters that occur before and after Ivan’s 
death, presents a unique look into strange relationships. 

FOREIGN Australian Studies Association, Embassy of Australia GPB 

and Southern Star Film Sales Present: . 

Floating Life ; Presents: 
FILMS Thur., Feb. 20 at 8 p.m. at WGR 201A Sundey = ot A - WARRANT 

unaay 

ON GLC International Film Series Presents: & yuLt B - WHITESNAKE 

; White Red WE Sl C - WINGER 
CAMPUS ; Fridays, February 14-28 at 7 p.m. at RO Reiss 103 at D - STRYPER 

McNeir Auditorium in New North. 7:30, 10:00 p.m. F - SCOLIOSIS         

Movie Rating System 
1980s Metal Bands 
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Before The Lottery 
call for showings 

S.H.A. 
the largest provider of 
Off Campus Housing 

944-3003 

HOUSING RUSH 
. Get The Best 

House/Apartment Now... 

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
 Show Times      

PLaza 

A earmr 
1:15,4:30,7:30, 10:30; 
(Sat: 10:30,12:45,4:30, 
7:30,10:30); Sun: 10:50, 
1:30,4:15,7:30, 10:00; 
(Mon-Thur: 4:45,7:15, 
9:45) 
Dante’sPeak—Fri: 1:00, 
3:00, 5:20,7:45,10:10; 
(Sat: 10:15, 12:45, 3:00, 
5:20,7:45,10:10); Sun: 
12:45,3:00,5:20, 7:45, 
10:10; (Mon-Thur: 5:00, 
7:15,9:30) 
Evita—Fri: 2:00, 5:15, 
8:00, 10:45; (Sat: 11:00, 
2:00,5:15,8:00, 10:45); 
Sun: 11:00, 2:00, 5:10, 
7:50,10:45;(Mon-Thur: 
5:30,8:15) 
Fierce Creatures—Fri: 
12:45; (Sat: 12:15); Sun: 
1 :00;(Mon-Thur: 10:00) 
Fool’s Rush In—Fri: 
12:30,2:45,5:15,7:40, 
10:20; (Sat: 10:00, 12:20, 
2:45, 5:15, 7:40, 10:20); 
Sun: 12:20, 2:45, 3:15, 
7:40, 10:10; (Mon-Thur: 

5:15, 7:45, 10:00 
Jerry Maguire—Fri: 
1:45,4:50,7:50, 10:45; 
(Sat: 10:30, 1:30, 4:50, 
7:50, 10:40); Sun: 11:00, 
2:00, 4:50, 7:45, 10:30; 
(Mon-Thur: 5:00, 7:40, 
10:20) 
Mother—Fri: 12:45, 
3:00, 5:20,7:50,10:15; 
(Sat: 10:30,12:45,3:00, 
5:20,7:50,10:15); Sun: 
12:30,2:45, 5:20, 7:50, 
10:00; (Mon-Thur: 5:30, 
8:00,10:15) : 
Shine—Fri: 2:45, 5:30, 
8:00, 10:30; (Sat: 10:00, 
2:45,5:30,8:00, 10:30); 
Sun: 10:45, 3:00, 5:30, 
8:00, 10:20; (Mon-Thur: 
5:20,7:45) 
Star Wars—Fri: 1:15, 
4:15,7:15,10:15; (Sat: 
10:00, 1:00,4:15,7:15, 
10:15); Sun: 10:45, 1:20, 
4:15,7:15,10:10;(Mon- 
Thur: 4:50,7:30,10:15) 

DupoNT CINEMA 
© 135019th 

The English Patient— 
1:15,4:45,8:15 
Mother—1:40,4:25,7:20, 
9:40 
The People vs. Larry 
Flynt—1:10,4:00, 7:00, 
9:50 : 
ThePortraitofaLady— 
1:30,7:10 
Shine—1:00,3:15,5:30, 
7:45,10:00 
Some Mother’s Son— 
4:15,9:55 

FounpRrY THEATER 

1055Thomas Jefferson 
Big Night—Tue-Fri: 
4:30,7:00,9:30; (Sat- 
Mon: 2:00,4:30, 7:00, 
9:30) 
The Crucible—Tue-Fri: 
4:45,7:15,9:45; (Sat- 
Mon: 2:15,4:45,7:15, 
9:45) 
Mars Attacks—Tue-Fri: 
4:45,7:15,9:45; (Sat- 
Mon: 2:15,4:45,7:15, 
9:45) 
Ransom—Tue-Fri: 4:40, 
7:10, 9:40; (Sat-Mon: 
2:10,4:40,7:10,9:40) 
Star Trek: First Con- 
tact—Tue-Fri:4:30,7:00, 
9:30; (Sat-Mon: 2:00, 
4:30,7:00,9:30) 
Swingers—Tue-Fri: 
4:35,7:05,9:35; (Sat- 
Mon; 2:05,4:35,7:05, 
9:35) 
Trainspotting—Tue- 
Fri:4:50,7:20,9:50;(Sat- 
Mon: 2:20,4:50, 7:20, 
9:50) 

JANUS THEATER 
1660 Connecticut 
Prisoner of the Moun- 
tains—Tue-Fri: 4:40, 
7:20,9:40; (Sat-Mon: 
2:20,4:40,7:20,9:40) 
Touch—Tue-Fri: 4:30, 

  

S0Massachussetts 
Absolute Power—Tue- 
Fri: 1:50, 4:50, 8:00, 
10:40; (Sat-Mon: 1:50, 
4:50,7:50,10:30) 

Grounds— 
Tue-Fri: 1:30,4:30,7:20, 
10:00; (Sat-Mon: 12:30, 
2:40,4:50, 7:20, 10:00) 
Dante’s Peak—Tue-Fri: 
1:40, 5:30, 8:05, 10:30; 
(Sat-Mon: 12:40, 3:05, 
5:30,8:10, 10:40) 
Gridlock’d—Tue-Fri: 
10:10;(Sat-Mon: 10:50) 
Jerry Maguire—1:00, 
4:10,7:00,9:55 
Metro—Tue-Fri: 1:20, 
5:00, 7:40; (Sat-Mon: 
1:20, 5:00, 8:00) ' 
ThePest—Tue-Fri: 1:10; 
Sat-Mon: 1:10,3:20) 

m—Tue-Fri: 5:25, 
7:50, 10:50; (Sat-Mon: 
3:25,8:20,10:50) 
Star Wars—1:10,4:20, 
7:10,9:55 
ThatDam Cat—Tue-Fri: 
2:00,5:10,7:40, 10:20; 
(Sat-Mon: 12:50, 3:00, 
5:10,7:40, 10:20) 
Vegas Vacation—Tue- 
Fri: 1:00,°5:20; 7:30, 
9:40; (Sat-Mon: 1:00, 
3:10,5:20,7:30,9:40) 

7:10,9:30; (Sat-Mon: Uptown 
2:10,4:30,7:10,9:30) 3426 Connecticut 
UnhooktheStars—Tue- Star Wars—Fri: 1:00, 
Fri:4:20,7:00,9:20;(Sat-  4:00,7:00,9:45, 12:15; 
Mon: 2:00,4:20, 7:00, 
9:20) 

(Sat: 10:00, 1:00, 4:00, 
7:00,9:45,12:15); Sun- 
Mon: 10:00, 1:00,4:00, 

KEY THEATER 7:00,9:45; (Tue-Thur: 
13251/2 Wisconsin 1:00,4:00,7:00,9:45) 

The Garden ofthe Finzi- 
Continis—Tue-Fri:5:15, WESTEND 
7:15;(Sat-Mon: 1:15,  110123rd 
3:15,5:15,7:15) The Beauticianand 
Kolya—Tue-Fri: 5:00, 
7:20, 9:40; (Sat, Mon: 
12:15,2:35,5:00,7:20, 

the Beast—2:00,4:20, 
7:00,9:20 
Dante’s Peak—2:20, 

9:40); Sun: 2:35, 5:00, 4:40,7:20,9:40 
7:20,9:40 Fool’sRushin—2:10, 
LaCeremonie—Tue-Fri: = 4:30,7:10,9:30 
9:15; (Sat-Mon: 12:30, ~~ JerryMaguire—1:45, 
9:15) 4:25,7:05,9:45 
Secrets & Lies—Tue- 
Fri:5:15,8:15;(Sat, Mon: ~~ WiSCONSINAVENUE 
1:10,4:00,6:50, 9:40); 4000 Wisconsin 
Sun: 4:00, 6:50,9:40 
Thieves—Tue-Fri: 5:00, 
7:20,9:40; (Sat-Mon: 
2:40,5:00,7:20,9:40) 

TENLEY THEATER 
4200 Wisconsin 
Dangerous Ground— 
2:10,4:40,7:10,9:40 
Fools Rush in—2:00, 
4:30,7:00,9:30 
Scream—Wed-Mon: 
2:20,4:50, 7:20, 9:50; 
(Tue: 2:20,4:50,9:50) 

UnioNSTATIONS 
  

Absolute Power—1:15, 
1:45,4:00,4:30, 7:00, 
7:30,9:30, 10:00 
Dante’s Peak—1:00, 
3:15,5:30,7:45,10:00 
Everyone Says|Love 
You—Thu-Mon: 1:05, 
3:20, 5:35, 7:50, 10:05; 
(Tue-Wed: 1:05, 3:20, 
9:50) 
Jerry Maguire—Fri- 
Wed: 1:30,4:15, 7:00, 
9:45; (Thu: 1:30,4:15, 
9:45) 
Vegas Vacation—1:10, 
3:20,5:30,7:40,9:50 

  

koxkskxkkk All times daily, unless otherwise noted #* sx 

   

  

       
  

   

   

  

  

| | 202-337-6668 
1226 36th St., NW 

Washington, DC     
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Fares 
With our WAY LOW Spring Surf ‘n’ Shred fares, you can FLY to the sweetest slopes or the hottest | 
beaches and have cash left over to buy plenty of eats, even your own hotel room. With deals like these, 
you can live so large, your folks will think you're blowing your book money. Check Out Our Way Low Fares: 

  

  

SHRED FARES SURF FARES 
From The EAST To COLORADO SPRINGS® To The COASTS 

Atlanta $99" los Angeles ~~ $139" 
Chicago/Midway $69" Los Angeles ~~ $99” 
Dallas/Ft. Worth $69" Los Angeles ~~ $139™ 
Indianapolis $69" Los Angeles ~~ $99” 
Washington, D.C./Dulles $109” Los Angeles $159" 

Houston 581™ San Diego $149 | 
Tulsa $49™ San Diego $129™* 
Kansas City 549™ San Francisco $59" 
New York/Newark $109" San Francisco + $139" 
Oklahoma City 49™ San Francisco $119" 

From The WEST : ie 
Phoenix 549" Miami $159" 
San Diego $69" Miami $149 
San Francisco 569" Miami $149™ 
Seattle $79" Miami $149™ 
Los Angeles $69" Orlando $139" 
Portland $79" Orlando $159" 

For More Information, Cl Sse ae 
Western Pacific Reservations Today: 

1-800-930-3030 
or call your travel agent. 
www. westpac.com 

  

  

    

      

    

Steamboat/ 
Hayden 

Aspen/, 
“Snowmass, sUenver 

Crested Butte/ ; Colorado 
Gynnison / Springs 

[lust Purgatory/Durango 

  
   

MOUNTAIN AIR EXPRESS” 

  

  

Western Pacific. 
A RL N° ES 

Terms and Conditions: Al fares are based on one-way travel and are subject to change. Fares must be purchased at time of booking. *Fares are valid on night flights departing 
between the hours of 7:55 p.m. and 7:20 a.m. only and require a 14-day advance purchase. These fares are not valid on flights departing at any other times. **Fares require a. 21+ 
day advance purchase and are valid for designated off-peak travel times only. Fares do not include up to $12 in additional Passenger Facility Charges. All purchases are nonrefundable. 
Changes may be made prior to scheduled departure time only for a $35 change fee, plus any increase in new fare. Failure to notify Western Pacific of itinerary changes priorito 
departure time or no-show will result in total forfeiture of payment. All fares and change fees are subject to change without: notice. Seats at all advertised fares are limited and 
other restrictions may apply. © 1997 Western Pacific Airlines   
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By CoLiN TEMPLETON 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 

Less Than Jake has been de- 
scribed in a number of differ- 
ent ways. Some say it's a ska 

band, some say it's a punk band, but 

neither of these definitions really fit. Per- 
haps Chris, the lead guitarist, puts it 
perfectly when he says bluntly, “We're 
just a rock band with a horn section.” 
Less Than Jake gets its chance to bring 
its unique sound to the D.C. area Feb. 21 
as part of the Airwalk Sno-Core tour at 
the Capitol Ballroom. 

For this band from Gainesville, FI., 

the chance to play with bands like The 
Pharcyde and Face to Face is a big break. 
The six former University of Flordia stu- 
dents are ready to take their swing at the 
big time aftertheir second album “Losing 
Streak” came outinNovember. Theband’s 
sound is upbeat and catchy; it doesn't 
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Sometimes Less Is More 
Less Than Jake Is Set to Play on the Airwalk Sno-Core Tour 

make any socio-political staements butis 
merely “Trying to have fun and entertain.” 
And entertain it does. With a clean, 

upstroke guitarand a horn section consist- 
ing of tenor sax, barritone sax, and trom- 
bone, Less Than Jake shake an infectious 
bone in front of the listener’s face. 

The music Jake produces is a direct 
result of the band’s five-year stint to- 

gether. The sound is tight. Practicing and 
performing every day, its music has be- 
come a smooth blend of many different 
influences. Influences Chris describes 
as, “Everything under the sun.” This fact 
lends itself perfectly to his description of 
Less Than Jake as a “completely 
untraditional band.” 

Their first album “Pezcore” (the name 

¢ame as a result of the drummer having 
a collection of over 200 Pez dispensers) 
is a melodic blend of ska-like horns and 
whimsical lyrics. Its most recent album 
is an ode to the modern culture of today 

with a hint of cynicism. With songs like 
“I'm never going back to New Jersey” 
and “Dopeman,” Jake puts a smile on 
your face and sends a groove up your 
spine. 

Less Than Jake has stepped up its 
playing time, touring regularly out of 
Flordia for the first time. The Airwalk 
tour was a break for Less Than Jake, 
whose booking agent scored them the 
spot, not the label. which is normally the 
case. Less Then Jake is far from being 
comfortable with its situation at the 
present moment, saying “We can only 
speculate on the future.” 

At this point Less Than Jake is in that 
confusing gray area of the music indus- 
try. It has broken out of the garage and 
been signed to a major label, but now 
must bust on to the charts or wallow in 
mediocrity. The key to avoiding the latter 
is attitude and expectations. 

Chris is wary of the business and the 
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Less Than Jake will play at the Capitol Ballroom in two weeks as part of the Airwalk Sno-Core tour. 

band’s situation but has the right atti- 
tude, saying, “We are staying real opti- 
mistic and trying not to think about it.” 

Perhaps this is the best course of action. 
Don’t think about the label, the hordes of 
adoring fans or the possibility of becom- 

ing rich beyond your wildest dreams. 
Just concentrate on the music. 

This task is a daunting one for any 
small club band trying to make it big. 
Less Than Jake segregates itself from 
every other alterno-pop band by taking 

their music seriously, but not themselves. 

The sound hits you with a raw energy 
absent in today's radio music. Less Than 
Jake has a tremendous chance to become 

full-fledged rock stars. but they’d never 

tell you that. 

  

Ice Cube Treading ‘Dangerous 
By Matt GAERTNER 
Hova Starr WRITER 
  

a The hard-hitting, gangsta- 
8 rapping Ice Cube is back on the 
" big screen, this time in New 

Line Cinema’s “Dangerous Ground.” The 
tale, which centers around a South Afri- 
can exile’s return to his homeland, at- 
tempts to portray the various changes that 
have vastly affected South Africa since 
the end of apartheid. While the idea may 
show potential, the movie fails in nearly 
every aspect, leaving this anxious critic 
deeply disappointed. 

Ice Cube plays Vusi, a South African 
revolutionary forced to leave his home- 
land for political reasons in 1983. Faced 
with execution, Vusi is sent to San Fran- 
cisco to hide from the South-African gov- 
ernment until the end of the revolution. 
During his stay in the United States, Vusi 
receives a college education and has be- 
gun working with troubled youth when he 
receives word that his father has passed 
away. 

Realizing he has been away from home 
for too long, Vusi decides to return to the 
tribal lands of present-day South Africa, 
where he will see his father laid to rest. 

South Africa has changed greatly in the 
time that Vusi has been away. Though 
apartheid is gone, crime and drugs have 
introduced an entirely new set of social 
problems. Having long forgotten the lan- 
guage and customs of his past, Vusi is 
shunned by his family at first. Ashe drives 
through the countryside in hisnew BMW, 
it is clear that Vusi’s days as a grassroots 
revolutionary are gone. 

After shying away from the tribal cer- 
emonies and conducting a few pointless 

  

discussions with his brother Ernest 
(Sechaba Morajele), Vusiisready tomake 
the trip back to America. However; Vusi 
soon learns his brother Steven is missing 
and was lastseeninJohannesburg. Though 
he wishes to return home, Vusi decides to 
fetch his little brother after surprisingly 

little convincing from his mother. 
The scene shifts at this point to 

Johannesburg, an industrialized modern’ 

city where most of South Africa’s drug 
and crime rings are centered. While vis- 
iting his absent brother’s downtown 
apartment, Vusi makes the acquaintance 
of Karin (Elizabeth Hurley), Steven’s 
stripper girlfriend. Karin, a crack addict 
who enjoys answering her door showing 
gratuitous amounts of flesh, agrees to aid 
Vausi in his search for his brother. 

The two roll around Johannesburg in 
Vusi’s stylish Toyota (his BMW has since 
been carjacked) until they at last encoun- 
ter Muki (Ving Rhames), an eccentric 
South-African drug lord. As it turns out, 
Vusi’s brother Steven is addicted to nu- 
merous drugs and owes Muki $15,000. 

Muki informs Vusi and Karen that if his 
money is not returned promptly, Steven 
will be killed. 

Prepared to raise the $15,000 him- 
self, Vusi at last finds his brother in 
Sun City, the South African equivalent 
of Las Vegas. There is little catching up 
to be done, as Steven's day of reckon- 
ing with Muki has come. Vusi, Karen 

and Steven travel back to Johannesburg 
to rid Steven of his debt, but soon find 
themselves more deeply immersed in 
the drug ring than they had previously 
been. 

Those who have seen John Singleton’s 
powerful drama “Boyz ’n the Hood” or 

have witnessed Ice Cube’s screenwriting 

debutin “Friday,” oraresimplymoved by 
the rapper’s scathing lyrics, will find this 
film an enormous letdown. Those who do 
not know Cube and have no prior expec- 
tations will be disgusted as well. 

Cube, who's acclaimed performance 
as Dough Boy in “Boyz ’n the Hood” 

boosted him to silver screen legitimacy, 
turns in what will hopefully be the 

worst performance of his careerin “Dan- 
gerous Ground.” The chubby rapper is 
neitherfunny nor insightful, and brings 

paper-thin depth to the character of 
Vusi. His constant ineffectual cussing 

coupled with his befuddling gullibil- 
ity allows the audience to immediately 
dismiss Vusi as a wise-cracking fool. 
Cube paradoxically portrays Vusi as a 
street-smart warrior with absolutely 

no common sense. Therefore, his “he- 

roic” exploits at the film's conclusion 
seem quite unrealistic. 

Rhames pulls off a semi-engaging per- 
formance as asoccer-loving gangster who 
enjoys snacking on chicken feet. Despite 
losing his South- A fricanaccent from time 
to time, Rhames brings a hint of color to 
anotherwise dull picture. His work, though 
far superior to that of his peersin‘“‘Danger- 
ous Ground,” is nowhere near as absorb- 
ing as his portrayal of Marsellus “I’m 
gonna get medieval onyour ass” Wallace 

in Quentin Tarantino’s cult classic “Pulp | 
Fiction.” 

Hurley is attractive as always, but ri- 

vals Cube in futility. Her dispassionate 
performance could hardly have been more 
bland or boring. This British supermodel 
is far from ready to make the full-time 
jump from the catwalk to the big screen. 
She isunconvincing in all of her dialogue, 

* You could be overseas by June! 
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Ground’ 
but somehow still manages to finagle 
both money and drug-fetching services 
from Vusi. Credit this implausibility to 
the thoughtless script. 

Though the idea for the film shows 

interesting potential, the movie was 

doomed before shooting began. The script, 
concocted by Greg Latter and Darrell 

Roodt, is tiresome and dry. With such 
mindless writing, the movie had no chance 
of gaining a firm footing. Darrell James 
Roodt’s directing fails to improve upon 
the hapless screenplay and leaves the 

viewer with 92 minutes of pointless drivel. 
Another displeasing aspect of the film 

is Ice Cube’s feeble attempts to interject 
lessons of morality in between curses and 
gunshots. Cube at times attempts to use 
“Dangerous Ground” as a platform for 

creating an allegory to modern Ameri- 
can society. 
Though there are many parallels be- 

tween the situation in South Africa and 
the plight of the African Americans in 
the 1970s, Cube manages to bring them 
up at the most inopportune moments, 
trivializing these important issues to 
the point where they actually incite 
laughter throughout the audience. 

The action sequences in the film are 
just as poorly conceived as the obtuse 
dialogue, allowing the film to come to a 
decidedly senseless climax. A chord of 
disinterest runs throughout the movie and 
allows the audience to distanceitself fro” 
the characters and the circumstances in 
which they are entangled. It is surprising 
that apicture with such conceptual poten- 
tial and previously successful actors could 
fail so miserably. The lasting effect is one 
of scorn and disgust for a poorly prepared 
film. 

  
COURTESY OF NEW Line Cine 

Ice Cube gives the worst performance of his career in ‘Dangerous Ground.’ 
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Restaurant Review: Roxanne 

  

Southwestern Style Food a Success 
Roxanne Mixes International Flair with Familiar Tastes 

By Marcus FELLMAN 
AND Cray RISEN 
Hoy. Stier WRITERS   

The proliferation of restaurants spe- 
cializing in ethnic cuisines is certainly 
nothing new to the Washington dining 
scene. There are many neighborhoods 
Chinatown, for instance— that specialize 
in a particular region of taste. But then 
there's the eclectic Adams-Morgan dis- 
trict, one of Washington's most popular 
evening spots, which defies categoriza- 
tion. Those with an adventuresome palate 

and a desire for a change from the stan- 
dard Georgetown fare will find more than 
enough to satisfy their curiosity in this 

neighborhood. 
Southwestern cuisine, in general, has 

always occupied somewhat of a niche 

between classic Americana and the semi- 
old world flavors of Mexican cuisine, 
meaning that good restaurants in this genre 

willalwaysdifferin their menus. Roxanne, 
located at 2319 18th St. is just such a 
place. ; 

The approach of the chef staff at 
Roxanne’s is to take a selection of mostly 

  

Italian-American dishes and give them a 
Southwestern flair, for instance the 
Chicken Tequila Fettucine (they also serve 
several mainstream Southwestern items. 
but their specialty is in the former). While 
this sort of interpretationalism is a widely 
chosen strategy for restaurants seeking to 

diversify their menu, Roxanne’s actually 
comes true where many others fail. 

We began with an order of Tortilla 
Chips and Salsa Fresca ($2.95) as well as 
an appetizer of Twice-Cooked Calamari 
($5.95). The chips were the meal’s only 
disappointment — not only were we 

charged for them, but they were cold. stale 
and utterly tasteless. We almost caught 
ourselves longing for the Corp’s well- 
publicized Frito’s stock. But the salsa 
changed our minds — it was definitely 
worth the cost. It was more of a paste than 
adip, and itbecame clear to us that the cost 
of the dip came from its fresh plump 
tomatoes, onions and peppers. 

The calamari was even more of a tri- 
umph. The calamari itself was a little on 
the crunchy side, mixed with the same 
plump tomatoes and garlic. Descibed as 
“flash fried and lightly sauteed with cherry 

peppers. fresh plum tomatoes and roasted 
garlic,” the only thing lacking was quan- 
tity. Because of this, we suggest that die- 
hard calamari fans plan on ordering per 
person. 

The Southwestern Stirfry ($10.95), a 
rich amalgamation of grilled chicken, 
zucchini, tomatoes. bean sprouts and on- 
ions, was served on a bed of rice with 
spicy hoisin and black bean sauce — a 
perfectexample ofthe chefs ability to mix 
diverse flavors into a southwestern-style 
meal. Likewise. the Santa Fe Tortellini 

($10.95) was equally tasty. with the 
tortellini stuffed with mozzarella and 
mixed veggies. It doesn’t sound very tex- 
mex. but the kitchen manages to grill it 
just right. 

The Verdict: Roxanne deserves your 
visit. It also features a wide variety of ice 
creams and assorted puddings, all at rea- 
sonable prices. making them great for a 
late snack. Being a southwestern estab- 
lishment, It also has a huge selection of 
teuilas— 34, in fact. So if you're out for 
a full-course meal, a light snack or a night 
of heavily under-the-influence fun, 
Roxanne is the place for you. 

  

A Decade Later, Cats Still Purring 
STRAY CATS, rrom pr. 1G 

sharkskin jackets, greased-up hairdos 

and gigantic pompadours. “I'm flat broke 
but I don’t care, I strut right by with my 
tail in the air ... I got cat-class and I got 
cat-style.” he sings. 

Inevitably, being in Britain influenced 
the Stray Cats’ songs. “Fishnet Stock- 
ings” and “Rumble in Brighton,” in par- 
ticular, are the results of the band’s Brit 
years. “Fishnet Stockings” tells of one 
guy's fetish for his girlfriends fishnets, 
a look popular with Britain's large popu- 
lation of skinhead girls. “Rumble in 
Brighton” recalls the 1964 mod-rocker 
battles by the English seaside — once 
again, a mod/punk influence. 

  

The Stray Cats did their share of cover 
tunes, and two of the most enjoyable 
covers are showcased on the album. 
Adding a country twang to Motown isn’t 
very easy, butthe band tries its damnedest 
with the Supremes classic, “You Can’t 

Hurry Love.” What makes the song work 

is Setzer’s expert guitar plucking and 
Phantom’s constant drumbeat. “I Fought 
the Law,” a 1966 Bobby Fuller Four song 
popularized by the Clash in 1979, is also 
covered by the Cats. Itfits in perfectly with 
the Cats’ image of reckless punksters. 

Setzer demonstrates his ability to sen- 
timentally croon a tune in “Lonely Sum- 
mer Nights” and “I Wont Stand in Your 
Way.” The former is a song you could 
picture your dad and mom (as teens, of 
course) slow-dancing to, with her head 
on his shoulder. The latter tune is in- 
fested with doo-wop sappiness, yet the 
Cats manage to play it without tumbling 
into the depths of extreme mushiness. 

Inevitably, the Cats pay homage to not 
just love, but women. On “My One De- 
sire,” Setzer begs his girl to “put your lips 
to mine with your kiss of fire. Just to be 
with you baby tonight is my one desire.” 
*(She's): Sexy +i:172 displays’ ‘the 
rockabilly sensuality that made teenage 
girls swoon over the overly-quaffed 

Setzer. 
Humor is also one of the Cats’ talents. 

The 18th track, “Looking Better Every 
Beer,” tells of a man’s perpetual loneli- 
ness. In his desperation, he claims that 
“the girl on my leftis looking better every 
beer.” The retrospective comes full circle, 

ending with two songs paying tribute to 
the rockabilly era and its leaders: “Bring 
it Back Again” and “Gene and Eddie.” 

The Stray Cats never found a wide- 
spread audience. The band had a spo- 
radic fan base and inconsistently suc- 
cessful albums, but the Stray Cats’ style 
has not been successfully imitated. 
Though the band broke up in 1984 and 
reunited in 1986 and 88, the members 
remain busy today with their solo work. 
According to Setzer, “I can’t get myself 
to say ... we’ll never play again.” Until 
that glorious day, however, their fans 
will have to remain contented with “Run- 
away Boys,” aretrospective overflowing 
with cat-class and style. 

  

  

  

It seems to me, that over the years, 

intrinsic value. Ideally. our time at 
Georgetown should beatime of reflec- 
tion; a time that should focus primarily 
on our academic, moral and spiritual 
development. Why is it then that I feel 
as if I'm merely warming up for the rat 
race that awaits me on the other side? 
What happened to this so-called re- 
flection? What happened to that great 
epiphany that was promised me at 
orientation? I think we are getting 
ripped off. [ don’t have time to reflect. 
Hell, 1 barely have time to go to the bar, 
much less ponder the meaning of life 
(Personal note: Spend less time in bar 
pondering the meaning of beer. Spend 
more time pondering meaning of life). 

Anyway, | was running errands in 
and around Georgetown the other day 
thinking just this when I looked up and 
saw the inconceivable. It was horrible. 
I thought to myself, “This can’t be 
happening, not to me, anybody else 
but me. Please God, no!” But it was 
true. There, in front of me, right on M 
Street, was a bar I had never seen 
before. 

Do you see what this place is doing 
tome? How could I, ofall people, have 
missed a bar on the corner of Wiscon- 
sin and M? Blasphemy. I say! I’ve 
been so caught up in my academic life 
and my civic duties that I let it slip 
right by me. I know I should reserve 
more time to myself, but God damn it, 
those limbless, leper, immigrant chil- 
dren need my help; and they so love 
learning Portuguese! But I digress. 
That bar, ladies and gentlemen, was 
Nathan's.   

higher education has lost some of its | 

I have to say it was a shock never 
having seen this place before, but as 
my grand pappy always used to say, 
“When you fall off your horse, justhop 
right back on, and if he bucks you 
again, tie him to a tree and shoot him.” 
Well, I did just that. I hopped back on 
my metaphorical horse and rode right 
into that bar and ordered me a beer, 
and it was good. So were the next 
dozen or so. 

Nathan’s is adjacent to the restau- 
rant of the same name. It’s kind of an 
anomaly. Its slogan is that it’s “Right 

in the heart of Georgetown.” but there 
was nota Georgetown student insight. 
From what I could gather, there wasn’t 
a patron under the age of 30 in there. It 
‘was like the Twilight Zone. The place 
should have been crawling with Hoyas. 
1 couldn’t quite put my finger on it, that 
is. until I got the check. It’s a little on 
the expensive side, but it was well 
worth it. 

The bar itself is quite small and as a 
result lends itself to polite conversa- 
tion. It seems most people are regu- 
lars, all in their mid-to-late 30s and 
fairly affluent — not really a college 
crowd — not really a college bar. You 
won’t find any specials here; just good 

drinks and good people. I asked 
Desmond, the bartender, about this 
and his reply was almost scripted. He 
said, “Nathan’s is something you 

graduate to. You start out at Third’s, 
move on to the Tombs, and ina couple 

- of years you're ready for Nathan's.” 
He was absolutely right, both figura- 
tively and literally; the place was crawl- 
ing with Georgetown alumni. 

If had to sum up Nathan's, I would 

  

say that it’s just a great place to go and 
have a drink. If you are looking to get 
liquored up beyond recognition, head 
up the street to Sports Fans, but if you 
want to relax this is a great place to do 
it. Most of the patrons agreed with me. 
Many were having a drink either be- 
fore dinner or after work or on their 
way to a show. One Georgetown alum 
who prefers to remain anonymous said 
that, “After a while you just get sick of 
all the loud music, watered down drinks 
and bullshit you find in college bars.” 
Testify, brother! 

Nathan's is a simple place for not- 
so-simple people. Their beer selection 
is not too vast— just a limited number 
of select beers. However. if liquor is 
your poison, you are going to love this 
place. They have more obscure cor- 
dials and spirits than most bars twice 
the size. The wine list is impressive as 
well, with something for even the most 
finicky connoisseur. And if you are 
looking for that jet-set crowd, or are 
fond of spotting celebrities, they have 
been known to have a few on occasion: 
Chris O’Donnell is known to frequent 
Nathan’s when he is in the area. 

I never did find the meaning of life 
that day, but what I did find was a bar 
that manages to keep itself a well-kept 
secret so that only those truly ready to 
move on to something better pass 
through their doors. It was fate that led 
me to Nathan’s that day. My calling, if 
you will. I was ready to move on. Give 
it a shot. If you enjoy it you are truly 
ready to “graduate to Nathan’s.” And 
if it doesn’t suit your fancy, give it a 
few years. It grows on you. 

And Tero Says... 

  

  
  

THE HILL 

If you can take a break from smoochin’ with 
your honey, check out some of the events 
scheduled for this most romantic of weekends: 

February 14 

  

Whether you're with a loved one or going solo, Sheila 
Jordanwants you to spend this Valentine’s Day with her. 
This soulful chanteuse will fill hearts with notes of red-hot 
jazz at the Kennedy Center for a one-night-only engage- 
ment as part of “The Jazz Singers Series.” What could be 
better than sharing the emotion expressed by music with 
your significant other or a good friend? Jordan, whose 
vocal artistry has earned her a devoted following, effec- 

tively conveys emotion to her audience whether it be 
through a caressing ballad or fiery, upbeat number. A 
student of the legendary Charlie Parker, Jordan carries the 
torch with her own unique style. For tickets or more 
information, call (202) 467-4600. (Aleta Turner) 

Saturday 

February 15 

  

For those of you who like to combine the jazz experience 
with pious worship: read on. Today, the DAR Constitu- 
tion Hall in the District will be reverberating with the 
sounds of the Men and Women of the Gospel Mass 
Choir’s “Jazz Vespers” presented by the Washington 
Performing Arts Society.Devout in their pursuit of great 
music, they will be joined by Norvus Millerand Company, 

The Psalmists, the Men and Women of the Gospel Big Band 
and various guest artists. The program aims to present “a jazzy 
celebration of gospel music featuring selected works by mas- 
ters such as Duke Ellington, Mervyn Warren. Cyrus Chestnut, 
Nolan Williams, William Hubbard and others.” As a special 
treat, the ensemble plans to perform selections from Ellington's 
“Sacred Concerts.” On hand will be several Ellington Band 
alums, including conductor David Berger, vocalist DeVonne 
Gardner and vibraphonist Jay Hoggard. “Jazz Vespers” also 
boasts a number of Washington area artists including The 
Gospel Mass Choir’s music directors: Evelyn Simpson 
Curenton, Valeria Foster, William Hubbard and Rev. Nolan 
Williams, Jr. In its ninth season, WPAS continues to sponsor 
gospel curriculums in the D.C. area. The performance begins 
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are available at (202) 833-9800. (Aleta 
Turner) 

It’s circus meets surrealism — it’s the Cirque Eloize. The 

Washington Performing Arts Society introduces the off- 
spring of the famous Cirque du Soleil to Washington at George 
Washington University’s Lisner Auditorium. Founded by 
former members of the aforementioned troupe, the Cirque 
Eloize capitalizes on human capabilities on highwires, in 
contortion and as clowns. Known for its athleticism and 
artistry, the company made a spectacular debut on Broadway 
in 1995. Also regarded as avant-garde, the Cirque Eloize 
makes no attempts to imitate Barnum & Bailey’s. The nine- 
member company boasts talent and daring in the individuals 
as well as their entertaining feats. Alain Boudreau, Damien 
Boudreau, Sylvain Drolet, Robert Bourgeois, Daniel Cyr, 
Andre Gauthier, Marc Gauthier, Lise Lepine and Jeannot 
Painchaud undertake stunning acrobatics and tests of balance 
and endeavor to enliven the audience simultaneously. The 
program includes solo and group bicycling, juggling. clown- 
ing, dancing with a ladder and a climactic finale. 
The Cirque Eloize is here one day only with performances at 

2 and 8 p.m. For tickets or further information, call (202) 833- 
9800. (Aleta Turner) 

Tuesday 

INTE} 

  

The National Building Museum presents “Architectural 
Photography and the Construction of Modern Architec- 

ture.” The lecture, which will be given by the Museum’s chief 
curator Joseph Rosa touches upon the relationship between 
modern architecture and photography. Virtually intertwined 
since the innovation of photography in the 19th century, the 
reliance of the two upon each other is an undisputed under- 
standing. Rosa will further examine the profound impact 
architectural photography has had on the conception and 
development of American and European modern architecture 
in the United States. Rosa, who has written “Adolf Loos: 

Architecture 1903-1932, A Construction View: The Architec- 

tural Photography of Julius Shulma and Albert Frey, Archi- 
tect,” will provide extensive insight on architectural photogra- 
phy, a subject that rarely receives heading. 

The lecture begins at 6:30 p.m. with a preceding reception at 

6 p.m. For more information, call 
(202) 272-2448. (Aleta Turner) 

Calendar Briefs 

Friday, February 14 — No 
Valentine’s Day plans yet? Not to 
worry. Join fellow Washingtonians 
at the Embassy of Austria (3524 In- 
ternational Court, NW) foran evening 
of candlelight and wine. Hosted by 
the Washington Singers, a profes- 
sional vocal ensemble, the evening 
will include dessert, a wine buffet 
and love songs by Gershwin, Porter 
and others. Tickets are $45 per per- 
son and reservations are recom- 
mended. For further information, con- 

tact (202) 966-3869. 
Friday, February 14 — The 

American Film Institute rolls out the 
Washington Premiere of the original 
version of the Humphrey Bogart 
classic, “The Big Sleep.” Showtimes 
are scheduled for tonightat 8:45 p.m., 
Saturday, Feb. 15 at 9 p.m. and Sun- 
day, Feb. 16at3:15 p.m. All viewings 
are held at the Kennedy Center. Tick- 
ets cost $6.50. Call (202) 828-4000 
for further information. 
Saturday, February 15 

Georgetown’s own Instigators take 
campus by storm this weekend with 
their own brand of ska. In a special 
campus performance, they will play 
along with opening acts the 
Decepticonz and the Eskalators. 
Tickets are $4 and doors open at 8 
p.m. 
Sunday, February 16 — Join the 

truly poetic at D.C.’s funkiest home 
of the arts, the District of Columbia 
Arts Center, for the “In Your Ear 
Avant-Garde Poetry Series.” Tickets 
are $3 and the readings begin at 3 
p.m. The DCAC is located in the heart 
of Adams-Morgan at 2438 18th St. 
For information, call (202) 462-8833. 

Thursday, February 20 — “Sa- 
cred Spaces: Preserve or Abandon?” 
Sponsored by the Ann Loeb 
Bronfman,D.C. Jewish Community 

Center and the National Building 
Museum, will center on conversa- 

tions about preserving sacred and 
religious spaces in America. The 
symposium takes places from 8:30 
am. to 5 p.m., with the morning 
sessions held at 1529 16th St. and the 
afternoon sessions at the museum. 
Registration is $35; for reservations, 

call (202) 518-9400. 
—Compiled by Stephanie Gatton 

  
GRAHAM Buck/THE Hoya 

The Instigators, the pride and joy of Georgetown, bring their brand of ska back 

to campus Saturday night. 
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Drowning | A Matter of Morality Only for the Rich Tui ater o oraiity vniy ior inc C 

n u l ce Jeff Skinner late-term abortion procedure (intact D&E) passed making bodies of a country’s government. It tion, whereas for the working classes who have 
$ O.J. SIMPSON SAT IN A GOLF COURSE BAR MONDAY, THE by Congress if it had been less restrictive. is therefore quite easy for them to propogate no social alternative it is a matter of necessity.” 

& | FEW WEEKS AGO, GEORGETOWN UNI- Michelman has played right along, pledg- their ideas and their morals as the only ones The intellectual may have th f*“join- 
3 jury announced their decision to charge the former versity opened up a series of panel ing that NARRAL would shift its policy fr Ki d the onl ho should Vive dieopinimol Ton football star a cool $25 million in punitive damages : : : ; ry policy fom making sense and the only oncs who should . ing ‘the esiablishment” whereas the worker 

2 i es 3 : discussions focusing on the abor- defending women’s right to choose toward be held by “right-thinking” people. does not; the same option holds for those 
to the Simpson and Goldman families. This is of course in tion debate, the central theme of which is the helping the government reduce unplanned Make no mistake about it — Clinton and grassroots liberal leaders who, as they rise out of 
addition to the $8.5 million in compensatory damages and attempt to find a “common ground” between pregnancies by 30 percent. Such tactics, inthe Michelman are undeniably members of the  theirclass. likewise confronta choice that did not 
represents the plaintiff’s estimate of Simpson’s lifetime anti-abortionists and those who support a face of increased violence toward abortion ruling class. Their moral capitulation is there- exist before. That choice only comes about when 
SArRINSS potential. Before the defense Io es thelt > woman’s right to choose. clinics and arenewed legislative effortagainst fore hardly surprising. But such a surrender, the contacts with the working class are severed 
peal, I'd like to take the opportunity fo thank a few of the The panel consisted exclusively ofthe former providing accessibility to a safe abortion for and the legislative attacks and political aban- when the question of necessity is eclipsed b the 
people who made this the “Trial SPs Co : — three women who expressed their desireto millions of women is nothing less than an . donmentthat follow, legitimize an atmosphere question of morality. Clearly the SH 

a Tr off, 1 qs 1 a Spa se 5 Viaseimper open a dialogue with the pro-choice coalition abandonment of the struggle that culminated * in which those who are opposed toabortionon ground” sought by anti-abortionists is a moral 
+ 9 2 cable taste in shoes and careful choice of words mace the tna over initiating efforts to reduce the numberof in the victory of Roe vs. Wade in 1973. fanatically moral grounds feel safe to conduct ground; thisis territory they own completely. We 

exciting. I was especially amused when, in defending himself abortions in the United States. The problem here is that while paying lip open warfare against clinics and doctors who : hi Iymey $0 ple > 

against charges of spousal abuse, he said the gouges in Rezrettably. these kinds of overtuids hav : > : cannot enter this territory under the white flag o N : 2 y, thes 1 ave service to women’s legal rights, such peopleas perform abortions. No matter how loudly the dialogue and cooperation and expect to win the 
icole’s face as shown in a photograph were the result of her struck a sympathetic chord with such people as Clinton and Michelman have capitulated tothe “moderate” anti-abortion crowd d ar ig joni 
icking at pimples. Note to adolescents: don’t claw, use Oxy. Bill Clinton and Kate Michelman. national presi- ri P - : Slowed may Geary doy, Morality isnot the question. The question is p i 1 ich , national presi-- right on the moral grounds of the argument. As such violence, their opposition on the basis of how to continue the struggle to defend women’s 

itional kudos to the Juice dent of the National Abortion and Reproducti itulati i i : ie shosyagr : : Pp! Ve we can seg, such capitulation can have dangerous their morals nonetheless renders the political rights to abortion in the face of attacks by th 
for showing us that money can’t Righis A, : 5 : g y those 

CHRIS vy gia ghts Action League. ; : results for the lives of millions of ordinary women. atmosphere open to them. who seek to debate only the moral aspects. There 
? buy a win in every round. While it Clinton, for instance, failed to deliver on Marx wrote that the ruling ideas in an In closing. I would like t h y Pe 

o KRAMME still leaves the question of equality his pled Freedont of Choi : 8 y h closing, 1 would hike 10 paraphrase a can be no common ground. 
8 4 Br The Coron LANE ared. 1s pledge to pass a Freedom of Choice Act society are the ideas of the ruling class. They quote from the radical writer Hal Draper: at wes iain 

Days on the Hilltop | {oes give us a bit of hope to hang Png Ge Dp ong promised shertipnon: control the majority of the media and exert “The fact is that the question of legalized Jeff Skinner (COL '97) is a member of the 
onto. Ironically enough, the high- a tremendous influence on the major decision- abortion is, for the intellectual, a moral ques- International Socialist Organization. 

priced lawyers may have ashard a : 
time collecting from Simpson as 

¢ the victorious plaintiffs, but luck- O Ire t an e X an ay e a V 0 e, S AY 0 Y S 

ol ily for them, they get first shot at : y 
whatever assets Simpson has. spiritual bond. It is through sexuality that mar- 
Luckily forthe Juice, the plaintiffs Preeya M. Noronha ried couples unite themselves to each other, Or Your M. on B a C k 
can only take up to 25 percent of ANKY PANKY. AROLL IN THE HAY. THE HORI- declare their love and bring new life into the ey 
Simpson’sincome annually. Thus, 4 zontal mambo. Browsing through the world. 

we need not worry about seeing O.J. out on the street anytime Hallmark store last week, I was aston- Unfortunately, this tender and loving act can . sity administrations seem to agree. 
: soon. ished to find so much of the Valentine’s Day also cause the end of relationships, especially Leon Rubinov While the administration can hold stu- 
9 9 Despite the fact that their actions kept the issue in the papers merchandise bearing blatant sexual suggestions. when the emotions it symbolizes do not exist. Sex ECENTLY THE UNIVERSITY ADMINIS- dents to a certain level of academic ac- 

and on television so long, I can also appreciate the persever- Surrounded by the roses, chocolates and “I love feels good; it makes us believe we are loved and R tration has embarked on a cam- countability through grades and class re- 

ance of the Goldman and Brown families. I think it was clear | you”s was the oh-so-subtle invitation: “Be my wanted by another. But when we share our bod- paign aimed at improving the quirements, there is very little students 
in the second trial, as each member of the jury did, that Valentine . . . let’s do the nasty.” Now don’t get ies, no matter how much we deny it, we reveal our “intellectual environment” at George- can do to hold the university administra- 
Simpson was liable. In addition, the fact that he took the stand me wrong, sexual intercourse is a beautiful and souls. We leave ourselves vulnerable, risking our town. As the university tries to create a tion academically accountable. However, 
in his own defense served to erode the various conspiracy loving act. Unfortunately, it has been cheapened emotional well-being for a few easy pleasures. more “intellectual environment” at Geor- because the entire university is dependent 
theories put forward in the criminal defense. by society and become a Wouldn't those plea- getown, the administration must remem- upon student tuition, perhaps there is a 

“.9 A special thanks also to those loyal fans who will continue recreational activity, a sures be all the more en- ‘ber that at the core of this environment way we can hold the administration ac- 
buying Simpson memorabilia. At $60 a pop, if only 558,334 contact sport played inthe joyable if we knew we must be students and professors. There countable. Students should only be will- 
of them line up for autographs. Simpson will be in the clear. bedroom. AndValentine’s were sharing them with certainly has been no lack of focus on ing to pay a tuition adjusted for the num- 
Book deals and television appearances will also help to see Day, a celebration of someone we love and addressing the shortcomings of students, ber of adjunct professors he or she has for 
justice served. friendship, commitment trust? And who can you but what about professors? that semester. Adjunct professors are paid 

I couldn’t leave out the media in my string of accolades. and love, has become yet trust more than the per- Clearly, professors have the most im- approximately one twentieth of tenured 
They have managed to interrupt everything from presidential another excuse for some son with whom you have portant contact with students and are professors. Therefore, students should pay 
addresses to the NBA finals in their noble quest to satisfy the physical pleasure. Sol of- agreed to share every most directly responsible forourintellec- proportionately less in tuition. Since tu- 

nd public voracity for O.J. updates. Highest honors go to CNN, feranother choice for you waking moment? tual and academic development. One of ition is abcut $10,000 a semester, a stu- 
who reminded me at least 20 times daily what the difference is to ponder while picking Relationships without the reasons I chose to come to George- dent pays approximately $2,000 per pro- 
between a criminal and a civil trial and between reasonable out those roses for your sex are challenging. They town was because of its excellent reputa- fessor. If a student has an adjunct profes- 
doubtand a preponderance ofthe evidence. Perhaps they could special someone: chastity. demand patience, for- tion for teaching. My high expectations sor making one- twentieth that of a full- 
bundle their coverage together in a law school telecourse. But, Chastity is not absti- giveness and trust. for it overthelasttwo yearshave provenmostly time professor, that student should only be 
if they broadcast it again, I’m afraid I would have to accuse | nence. Abstinence is giv- is more difficult to learn accurate. The vast majority of professorsI expected to pay $100 for that class. So if a 

FN them of double jeopardy. ing up something com- how to communicate have encountered have been accessible, student-has one adjunct professor, tuition 
hid The jurors also should not go without mention, and notonly | pletely. Chastity is put- from within than to con- energetic and devoted to students. This should be $8,100 per semester, for two, 

for their decision. Showing great evidence of aleaming curve, | tingoffsexualintercourse nectphysically. Butthose kind of caring and involvement comes $6,200, and so on. (These numbers would 
the jurors released this verdict during the daytime soap operas only temporarily SO that PriL STRUNK ThE Hora Telationshipsare the ones fromanintrinsic connection withthe Geor- of course be adjusted for financial aid.) 

rather than during President Clinton’s State of the Union | the pleasure it brings will that provestrongestin the getown community. The very typethatcan- Perhaps not the best system, knowing how 
Address. However, their poor timing last Tuesday probably | be more than just physical pleasure. Chastity end, because we can be sure that we are loved not not be duplicated by adjunct professors. closely university administration follows 
didn’ tinfuriate those who have been following these trials with | reflects the idea that sex is so special it’s worth for the physical pleasure we can give another, but Adjunct professors are surely capable tuition revenue, evidenced by the continu- 
a far keener interest then myself. waiting for, and marriage is the only place where ... for what is inside. Our relationships do not define and qualified to fulfill their assignments, oustuitioninflation, this measure will surely 

“ 8 Finally, Id like to thapk Prince, the rooster-eating Labrador | it belongs. It is a healthy choice because it slows us, and we do not need to give ourselves inbody | but they cannot and should not be ex- have an effect on administrative policy. 
for providing a weledme respite from the “Trial of the Cen- | the spread-of AIDS ‘and venereal and soul to another to feel wanted. Sexual inter- pected to: replace full-time ‘professors. + If administrators such as Dean of Stu- 
tury.” After brutally murdering the neighboring fowl, Prince | prevents unplanned pregnancies. It is most valu- course is something beautiful that is worth protect- Through no fault of their own. adjuncts dents James A. Donahue are truly serious 

was sentenced to death by a New Hampshire court. Evidently, | able, however, for the benefits it brings to our ing and waiting for, and chastity should not be are not acquainted with the Georgetown aboutimproving academic quality at Geor- 
the New Hampshire judiciary employsastrictinterpretationof | emotional health and relationships. It increases viewed asaburden, butasanempowering strength. culture, which is so important for both getown. I am sure they could not oppose 
“Live free or die.” However, just a day after the Simpson | our own sincerity by assuring us that we will not So this Valentine’s Day, show your sweetheart students and teachers. They often do not = such measures in good faith. Afterall, just 

] decision, Prince’s sentence was reduced on appeal to banish- say more with our bodies than we mean with our your love is not just skin-deep and romance is know what students have been taught or as students must bear some changes to 
Sq ment from the state. May Prince live happy and free some- hearts. It verifies the sincerity of others by guaran- more thana physical thing. Let your gift be one of what other faculty expect from students. In improve the Georgetown community. so 

g where else. teeing that they seek more than what is skin-deep true love from the inside ... care enough to send addition, they cannot be as accessible to should administrators. So. by my own cal- 
As for O.J., we haven’t seen the last of him, unfortunately. | and that we will not be used merely for someone the very best. students as normal faculty. For these rea- culations amoweda $5.700 refund for this 

The appeals can, and no doubt will go on for years. My only else’s pleasure Or power. : sons, the use of adjunct professors cannot semester alone. How much are you owed? 
hope is that the “Trial of the Century” doesn’textend into the next. Sex is not just bodily pleasure, but the unionof ~~ Preeya M. Noronha is a senior in the School of be good for the intellectual environment of SEES es Ee ga 

ee e— souls, an expression of an eternal emotional and Foreign Service. : Georgetown. Based on adjunct professors’ Leon Rubinov is a junior in the School 
Days on the Hilltop appears Fridays in THE HOYA. proportionately lower level of pay, univer- of Business. 
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Mercenaries and Mayhem: New Patterns of Violence in Africa y @ EW Nl 

N 1995, HEAVILY ARMED SOLDIERS WERE A COM- selves and the people of Sierra Leone ... and then insurgency (COIN) forces in the world. brutal Apartheid tactics and instead practices the mineral exploration and extraction rights. 
| mon sight in Sierra Leone. The West Afri- they present the bill. This is not the United Na- ~~ Barlow put his men to the test in Angola. where hearts and minds school of warfare by offering Georgetown’s Herb Howe, leading academic re- 

ye can nation was in the midst of a civil war, tions; meet Executive Outcomes, the controver- they contracted with the beleaguered Population medical aidand protection to communities caught search on EQ, describes a stark “Faustian bar, 
pitting Revolutionary United Front guerrillas sial revival of the African mercenary tradition. ~~ Movement for the Liberation of Angola govern- 1 the crossfire. 5 3 gain” facing besieged states. Without interven- 
against the soldiers of the military government. The story of EO began in 1989, when a com- ment to beat back National Union for the Total EO’s claim that it is a responsible vendor of tion, a nation could implode; yet by signing an EO 
Looting, rape, and mutilation of civilians were mander in South Africa’s special forces saw the Independence of Angola rebels. EO provided the ~~ SECUrty in Africa is, so far, persnasive. While contract, a country could mortgage its future de- 
practiced by fighters on both sides as bands end of Apartheid and Angolan armed forces with COIN training and United Nations peacekeepers, regional interven- velopment to aggressive multinational interests. 
fought over villages and the mines of bauxite and went to business for technological backup. EO pilots and commando tion forces and domestic armies become bogged The EO phenomenon can be seen in context of 
titanium that had been, in times of peace, the GABE himself. ~~ Eeben groups served as the field support for the revital- down in protracted civil conflicts, the South Afri- security privatization, as state and private security 

P state’s only reliable source of revenue. Onequar- | KRAMER Barlow, one-timeop- ized government forces. Barlow's men were cans offer dynamic “stability-enhancing™ opera- forces negotiate operational plans for corporate 
5 ter of the population was displaced as refugees. ————— | erative of the Civil uniquely qualified to lead the Angolan army tions thathave twice forcedrebelsintotalks. Barlow interest rather than nation-building. Observers are 

The rebel army was on the outskirts of Freetown, The Armchair Cooperation Bureau, against UNITA: They were. afterall, the very men demonstrates considerable political savvy by couch- already extrapolatinga global renaissance ofarmed 

the capital. As factions proliferated, observers Diplomat an espionage opera- who had trained UNITA to fight the Marxist 10g his sales pitch in Clintonian terms of opposi- corporations resembling the powerful European 
predicted state collapse a la Somalia or neighbor- tions arm of South regimeonbehalfofthe Apartheidstate. Inmonths, tion to “rogue regimes” and commitment to sta- East India Company that plundered Asia in the 
ing Liberia. African security, set the government forces turned the tide of the war bility, democracy and humanrights. EO is careful 1 8th. century. The return of the robber barons 

The appearance of a new force of African to recruiting an elite and forced UNITA to make peace. not to displease the Mandela government in implies a weakened state system, in which secu- 
Pp ) gunmen did, however, cause something of a stir force from the para- ~~ Twenty million dollars richer, EO moved to Pretoria. ; ; rity and economic development are no longer the 

~ — these soldiers spoke Ovambundo and Zulu, troopers and com- Sierra Leone. With his work done in West Africa, The firm castes itself on the side of the angels. purview of national regimes. In today’s interna- 

languages indigenous not to Sierra Leone but to mandos who had Barlow is looking elsewhere for clients. Uganda, Yet EO intervention comes at a price. Cash- tional system, African regimes are the weakest. If 

distant Southern Africa. They moved in Soviet- ruthlessly “destabi- facinginsurgency inthe form ofthe bizarre Lord’s strapped African governments are compelled to EO representsa future norm, then the avalanche of 
surplus helicopter gunships, piloted by Ukrai- lized” those opposed Resistance Army, is a likely client. turn to outside lenders for operational start-up  corporate-military intervention that destroyed Af- 
nian crews and maintained by teams of Ethiopian to the white minority regime. His commanders The South African firm rejects the mercenary ~~ funds. Wherever EO goes, so do the executives of rican states in their formative stage 100 vears ago 
mechanics, and they were led by white officers. would be Afrikaners and former Rhodesian offic- label. EO pledges to work only for legitimate the Strategic Resources Corporation, the amor- may be replayed under the guise of for-profit 
Their mission was to defeat the RUF for stability. ers; the men on the ground would be black enlisted governments, steering clear of secessionists and phous and secretive conglomerate of which EOis humanitarian intervention. 

$y Almost two years later, the civil war is over soldiers from proxy units like the 32nd “Buffalo” coup-plotters. Offers from the Sudanese regime ~~ asubsidiary. Representatives of the British-based TET ; 
and Sierra Leone has an elected government. The ~~ Brigade. They were reviled as “pitbulls of Apartheid” were rejected. EO will not sign on with blatant Heritage Oil and Gas and Canada’s Branch En- The Armchair Diplomat appears Fridays in 
men in the helicopters claim victory for them- and feared as some of the most effective counter- human-rights abusers. In the field, EO eschews ry mining group exact long-term guarantees of ThE Hova. 
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Sy 18 C am pu S oO ; a ; on: What are you going to give Compiled by Ellen Gstalder 

Pi : your valentine? and Elizabeth Raposo 

A kick in the pants. A dozen roses. Can you rephrase the question? 

S30 Nate Jezzi, COL *98 Andy Flick, GSB 00 Rachel Galvin, COL 97 

J | 5 

J 3 

    

Edible panties. 
James Schumm, COL ’99 

  

A big wet one. 

  

Jennifer Stevens, GSB ’97 

Destiny Lopez, SFS °97 
Alicia Lara, SFS °97 

    

A $9,000 trip to the Bahamas. 
S. Russell Smith III, COL ’98 
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"SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE 

ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP 
If you didn't sign up for 

ROTC as a freshman or 

sophomore, you can still 

catch up this summer by 

attending Army ROTC 

Camp Challenge, a paid 

six-week course in mE 
leadership. Apply [N\b3 

i i now. You may qualify [ig | 

for a $4,000 scholarship 

and advanced officer 

training when you return 

to campus in the fall. 

You'll also have the 

self-confidence and 

~ discipline you need 
to succeed in college 

and beyond. 

ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 

For details, visit 3520 Prospect St., 3rd Floor (The Car Barn) 
or call 687-7056 

  

CVC... Let Us Challenge You!!! 
t's not too early to start thinking about your ultimate summer job experience! 

Are you motivated? Outgoing? A team player? Do you love to travel? 
  

Positions Available... 

* Santa Clara, CA >* Houston, TX * Cincinnati, OH >* Chicago, IL. * Jackson, NJ       

CVC has over seven years of experience working in theme parks throughout the country selling 
various products such as Cotton Candy, Sodas and Water at shows and ride lines throughout the 
park. Full-time employees can gross between $4000-$6000 in a given summer! Housing and 

transportation are provided! An excellent opportunity to build your resume while meeting and 
working with students from across the nation, make great money and be in great shape by the end 

of the summer! Flexible hours for part/full time positions. Local and out-of-state positions available. 

; Interested??? 
301/588-7797 

You Won't Regret It!!! 

  

    
  

"A Little Bit of Hard Work for an Experience of a Lifetime!" 

For a Summer Bulletin 

and registration form call 

| 202-885-2500, 
fax 202-885-2542, or e-mail: 

summer@american.edu 

for more information. 

an eeo/affirmative action university   

re SPORTS ions 
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Nerves Hamper Hoyas 
JAMES, From pr. 8 
Georgetown beat UConn was when 
Niki Reid was a player, not a coach. 
Reid led the Hoyas to a 64-62 victory 
in the Big East Tournament Feb. 28, 
1993. To top things off, I think about 
1,500 of the 2,384 who attended last 
night’s game were Huskies fans — 
some home crowd. 

Add to the mix the fact that sopho- 
more center Katie Heindel started in her 
first game as a Hoya last night, thus 
shifting sophomore Sylita Thomas to 
forward, and you have a recipe fora - 

good, old-fashioned case of nerves. 

I’m not saying Georgetown folded. 
The Hoyas played their hearts out for 
40 minutes. I was afraid they might 
crumble after the 67-59 setback to the 
Rutger’s Scarlet Knights Saturday 
night. But seconds after the tip-off, 

Heindel was on the floor fighting for 
possession of the ball, and I knew 
Georgetown was pumped. 

They almost hung with the Huskies 
defensively, forcing 10 turnovers and 
being outrebounded by them 33-25. 

Nevertheless, as it has all season, 
the Hoyas’ offensive output was a 
weak spot. How do you explain the 
Hoyas’ 0-for-7 performance from 
treyland in the first half? Or Smith’s 0- 
for-6 free-throw shooting? 

Nerves. 

The Hoyas played the first half of 
the game like last year’s 12-15 team 
with five freshmen. In the second half, 

the team played as they are capable of 
playing. Georgetown shot 45.7 percent 
in the second half. (Unfortunately, 

UConn shot .633 in that half.) Heindel 
had a solid game: six rebounds and 

eight points. Smith’s vertical leap 
helped her 5-foot-8 frame lead the 
Hoyas with eight rebounds. 

I think Georgetown found a few 
chinks in UConn’s armor. (Remember, I 

said UConn was the best college team 
I’d ever seen. I didn’t say they were 
unbeatable.) Connecticut had 22 

turnovers for the game, seven.of which 
were committed by junior guard Rita 
Williams. Smith hounded Williams into 
turning over the ball and putting herself 
in foul trouble as Williams picked up 
her fourth with 7:10 left to play. 

Sales, the pre-season All-Big East 
Player of the Year, is going to get her 
points no matter what. Wolters just has 
to hold her arms up to grab rebounds 
and block shots. But the rest of the 
team can be shut down. 

If only Smith were a foot taller. 

Knapp Reunited with Protegé 
REID, From p. 8 

“It was Coach Knapp,” Reid said. 
“He said ‘Nik, do you want to get back 
into college coaching?” 

And from there, Reid was hired to her 
first collegiate coaching position — at 
Fordham. 

“I heard from some friends in the 
Atlantic 10 that Fordham needed a part- 
time assistant,” Knapp said. “I put two 
and two together, called the guy, said 
you’re not going to go wrong, you have 
to hire this girl.” 

Fordham, which had previously been 
a Patriot League school, was entering its 

first year as a member of the bigger, 
richer A-10. A period of adjustment was 
in order — for Reid and for the univer- 
sity itself. 

“It was not only a learning experience 
for me but for the whole athletic depart- 
ment,” said Reid. “It let me put my feet 
in and experience things a little bit.” 

Knapp and Reid continued to stay in 
touch, and when the Georgetown posi- 
tion opened up last year, she quickly 
filled it. 

“Once I found out there was an oppor- 
tunity here, I jumped right on it,” she 
said. “It’s great to come back.” 

Did Knapp expect it all along? 
“We felt she would be a coach, and we 

felt she would be the first person we 
would have back here,” he said. 

As an assistant coach, Reid’s respon- 
sibilities include practice and game plan- 
ning, scouting and recruiting. Itis a busy 

  

_ life, she concedes. 

“I guess, for myself, the travel would 
be the toughest part of the job,” she said. 
“I just got back this morning from Ohio. 
You go on a recruiting visit, come back 
and watch 10 tapes, then you're back on 
the road to play again.” 

But, according to Reid, the rewards 

are well worth the effort. 
“Being around the game,” she said. 

“And winning, seeing the players im- 
prove on skills you’ve been working on 

.. to work with someone on a pull-up 
jumper for three weeks and then in the 
game they do it — that’s a positive.” 

Reid primarily works with the guards, 
“her little people,” as she affectionately 
refers to them. It’s easy to understand the 
pet term: In junior Kacy Williams and 
sophomores Kim Gallon and Kim Smith, 
she sees a little of her old self. 

“I look at Kacy, and she has to be the 

floor leader, the general,” said Reid. “I 
look at Kim Gallon, and I see the three- 
point shooting.” 

Reid laughs. 
“When I see Kim Smith ... I cannot 

even fathom the idea of playing against 
her!” 

Reid has established herself, along 
with fellow assistant Gail Beatty Davis, 
as a calming influence on the squad. 
While Knapp’s sideline histrionics often 
approach a prize-winning level, Reid 
approaches the players in a direct, con- 
trolled manner. 

“I think she takes a different tune than 
the other coaches,” Williams said. “Not 
that the other way is bad or anything. She 

keeps us directed in what we want to 
achieve and is always saying that little 
thing that needs to be said.” 

Of course, Reid has one very distinct 

advantage when it comes to player-coach 
communication: She has been in their 
shoes. She has played under Coach Knapp. 

, She has played in the Big East. And she is 
not so young that the players view heras a 
peer, but young enough to understand 
exactly what they are going through. 

“I’m able to bring back my experi- 
ences and talk to the girls about them,” 
she said. “When we went up to Con- 
necticut, Ebiho [Ahonkhai] asked me, 

‘Coach Reid, did you bring the tape 
when youbeat UConn?’ They all look for 
that.” 

Indeed, as the talented but predomi- 
nately young Hoyas attempt to get back 
to the NCAAs, why not draw some in- 

“spiration from a woman who’s been 
there? 

Earlier this season, when the Hoyas 
were set to face then-No. 24 Florida, 
Reid did something new. She wore her 
Sweet 16 ring. 

The Hoyas won. 
“I wear my ring now every game,” 

Reid said. “I don’t wear itany other time, 

but when it’s game time, the ring is on 
and in the huddle ... and that’s what I 
keep telling them. “You want a ring this 
year? You better work hard!”” 

The ring in the huddle. The past and 
the present intersecting yet again. Noth- 
ing unusual for Niki Reid. 

It is like she never'left. 

  

  

Pre Session: 

First Session: 
Second Session: 
Eight Week Session: 
Graduate Nursing Sessions: 
Special Sessions: 

Georgetown University School for Summer and Continuing Education’ 

Get Prepared for 

Summer School 

1997 
Yk Sessionsk 

May 19 - June 13 
June 9 = Yale 11 
July 14- August 15 
June 9 - August 1 

Various 

Various 

For Kifer Corinee Catalo gues, Stop by 
ICC 300 

Sololenilits Applications are available i m 
ICC 300 

Summer Scholarship Doodle: 
March 215.1 007 

m Or check out our website for more details.... 
http://guweb.georgetown.edu/ssce/   
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Friday, February 14, 1997 

Hoyas 

Smite 
Shammgod 
MEN’S HOOPS, rrom bp. 8 
  

  

the court after a bump from 
Providencesophomore guard God 
Shammgod during his follow-through, 
he watched as referee Jim Burr raised his 
arms to signal the three, giving the Hoyas 
an eight-point lead. 

Following a Providence miss, Dia ex- 
tended the lead to 10 with 4:17 remaining 
on a drive around the Friars’ Austin 

Croshere along the right baseline. The 
senior captain’s turnaround shot banked 
off the glass and gave the Hoyas what 
appeared to be an insurmountable lead. 

But the Friars did not cooperate. 
Keyed by two baskets by center Rubin 
Garces, the last off of a pretty feed 
from Shammgod, the Friars cut the 
lead to 66-61. And following a Hoya 
miss, 5-foot-8 guard Corey Wright | 
connected on a gutsy drive to the hoop, 
clipping the lead to three and making 
it a foul-shooting contest for the last 
two-and-a-half minutes. 

Unlike their showing at Syracuse, 
the Hoyas were up to the challenge. 
Led by four free throws by freshman 
guard Ed Sheffey during the span, the 
Hoyas connected on nine of 10 foul 
shots in the final minutes to gain the 
win. 

“Coach always says, ‘When you get 
fouled, make the team pay for the 
foul,’ Sheffey said. “If we knock the 
free throws down, we don’t have to 
play basketball anymore. We can’t 
secure our win unless we make our 
free throws. especially at the end of 
the game when they're in a situation 
where they have to foul.” 

The Hoyas’ slight lead in the late 
minutes was also attributed to their 

strong defense in the paint. 
Georgetown entered the game know- 
ing that it would have to neutralize 
Croshere, Providence’s leading scorer 
and a first-team pre-season All-Big 
East selection. The potential first- 
round NBA draft pick had scorched 
five Big East opponents for 20 points 
or more ‘this season. causing 
Georgetown’s front line some anxiety. 
Croshere still scored 20 points. but 
only connected on five of 15 shots 
from the field. This, low. percentage 

ee ee tte 
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” SEAN REDMOND/ 71/1: Hoy 1 

Junior forward Boubacar Aw drives down the baseline past Providence 

defender Ruben Garces during Georgetown’s 75-69 victory Wednesday. 
  

was largely the result of the inside 
defense of Dia and juniors forward 
Boubacar Aw and sophomore Jahidi 
White. 

Thompson was particularly pleased 

with the strong effort from sophomore 
guard Daymond Jackson. who scored 
12 points on 3-for-4 shooting from the 

field. Dia added 10 points and a team- 

high nine rebounds. while White 
scored 11 points and snatched five 
rebounds. The Hoyas get an unchar- 
acteristic eight-day break in the sched- 
ule before its next game at Pittsburgh, 
Feb. 20. Page said the team needs to 

stay mentally alert and continue to 

work hard in practice toward the team’s 
future goal of .an NCAA bid. 

“Coach knows now the stretch is. 

coming. so we need to be mentally 
focused and ready to play because the 

games will be on the road,” Page said. 
“If all of us are clicking together and 
playing good defense, then we can get 

back to the tournament.” 
With the Big East tournament only 

three weeks away. the Hoyas will need 
to continue to shine in closely-con- 
tested games. After Pittsburgh comes 
a non-conference meeting at Mem- 
phis. followed by the final Hoyas game 
ever at UUSAir Arena against Rutgers 

and a date at the Providence Civic 
Center tor a rematch with the Friars to 
close out the regular scason. 

“At this point we're trying to win a 
few ballgames. We're just trying to 

Classifieds 

  

  

  

‘EMPLOYMENT FOR SALE 

  

SALES-PERSON NEEDED to dis- 
tribute flyers. Flexible hours. Good pay. 

Immediate opening. 202-331-8372,202- 

898-1122. 
  

PART-TIME OFFICE HELP 
NEEDED. filing, xeroxing, etc. $8hr, 

flexible scheduling, casual dress. Ex- 

perience with WordPerfect 6.0 a plus. 

Send resume to: Perini Corporation, 

P.O. Box 14600, Ben Franklin Station, 

Washington DC. 20044. Attention: Per- 

sonnel - File Clerk. No phone calls 

please. 
  

TEACH ENGLISH ABROAD! Teach 

basic conversational English in Eastern 

Europe - even w/o teaching certifica- 

tion. Our materials uncover many lu- 

crative teaching opportunities for stu- 

dents. For info : (206) 971-3680, ext. 

K53014 (We are a research & publish- 

ing co.) 
  

WANTED. Student to drive child from 

school to tennis lesson and return. Times 

required Mondays and Wednesdays 3:00 

p.m. to. 5:30 p.m. with optional Satur- 

days 2:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Please call 

202-530-5001. 
  

WANTED. Student for weekend baby 

sitting for two children ages 8 and 9. 

Varied daytime hours with occasional 

evenings. Please call 202-530-5001. 
  

$1500 WEEKLY mailingour circulars. 

No experience required. Begin now. 

For info call 202-298-1135. 
  

COUNSELORS for co-ed Northeast 

PA. overnight Jewish Federation camp 

- 3 hours from NYC - general, sports, 

drama, H20 & arts. The best summer of 

your life. 1-800-973-3866 

Poyntell@ix.netcom.com. 
  

SALES-PERSON NEEDED to dis- 
tribute flyers. Flexible hours. Good pay. 

Immediate Opening. 202-331-8372, 

202-898-1122. 
  

  

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING: 2 spaces 

available for second semester (until 5/ 

31/97) in group house in Burleith. For 

information call or e-mail 

Judith(landlord) 941-514-2800; 

jmecaf01.counsel.com or Marie (tenant) 

202-965-2174. 
  

BIG EAST BUY/SELL. ALL LOCA- 
TIONS. TOP $$$ PAID. GLOBAL 1- 
800-499-8499. 
  

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING. Burleith. 

Two fantastic group houses available 

June 1, 1997. 3604 T. St. & 3808 T. 

Rent: $2670 cach plus utilities. Beauti- 

ful houses. fully furnished, maintained 

in top condition, near campus. Each 

house has 6 private bedrooms (small). 2 

full baths. off-street parking. central a/c. 

dishwasher. clothes washer & 

dryer.deck, landscaped vard. For full 

information call or e-mail Judith (land- 

lord) - at 941-514-2800: 

jmecaf0l@counsel.com. To see. call 

Esteban (3604) at 202-965-7045 and 

Marie (3808) at 202-965-2174. Must 

see to believe. : 
  

RESUMES ON-LINE. We'll compose 

and post your resume on the world wide 

web. student rate. 202-686-0667. 
  

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, 

Cadillacs, Chevy's, BMW's, Corvettes. 

Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. Toll Free 

1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3803 for current 

listings. 
  

STUDENT RESUMES/TAX PREPA- 
RATION. Evenings/Weekend (202) 

484-7415. Student ID required. 
  

  

TRAVEL & FUN 

  

ALTERNATIVE SPRING BREAK 
- YOGA FEST. Music, Dance, Sports, 

Yoga, Meditation. Ozark Retreat Cen- 

ter, Missouri. Ride sharing available. 

March 9-14 and 16-21. Call (800) 896- 

2387. Cost $155. 
  

SPRING BREAK '97. Panama City!!! 
Boardwalk Beach Resort $129 7/nights 

Beachfront. Daily Free Drinks Parties. 

Walk to Best Bars!!! Group Discounts!!! 

Endless Summer Tours 1-800-234- 

7007. 

  

AAA! SPRING BREAK '97. Cancun. 

Jamaica, & Bahamas!!! 7/nights w/air 

from $399. Enjoy Daily Free Drink 

Parties, No Cover (@ Best Bars, & 

Group Discounts!!!Endless Summer 

Tours 1-800-234-7007. 
  

SPRING BREAK '97. It's Heaven!! 
Wake and Bake...Hottest Destinations 

- Free Parties!!! Organize Group/Travel 

Free. Lowest Price Guarantee. FR:$99- 

Florida. 10 Meals in Jamaica for only 

$309. 

www.sunsplashtours.com. 

1-800-426-7710. 

  

EUROPE $155. Within USA $79- 

$129. Caribb.\Mexico $189.r/t. Cheap 

Fares 

airhitch@netcom.com or 

www.isicom.fr/airhitch or R00-326- 

2009 

Everywhere! 

  

  

COLLEGE FUNDING 

  

It's no longer necessary to borrow 

money for college. We can help vou 

obtain funding. Thousands of awards 

available to all students. Immediate 

qualification. 1-800-651-3393. 
  

COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID - Stu- 

dent Financial Services has informa- 

tion on 3.400+ public & private sector 

funding sources. AMUST FOR ANY- 

ONE SEEKING FINANCIAL AID! 

For information: Call 1-800-263-6495 

Ext. F53013 (We are a research & 

publishing company.) 
  

  

THIS SPACE 

COULD BE 

YOURS FOR A 

CLASS AD. 

CALL 687-3947     

  

beatouta few games,” Thompson said, ; 

BaAseBaLL PREVIEW 
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Baseball Reborn with Freshmen 
By AnN LAWRENCE 
Hoya Stary Writer 
  

Slowly but surely Head Coach Kirk 
Mason is trying to make a name for 
Georgetown baseball. 

At the conclusion of the 1995-1996 
season, the Hoyas found themselves in the 
spotlight when senior Brian O’Hare was 
named Big East Pitcher of the Year, mak- 
ing him the first baseball player in the 
history of Georgetown’s program to be 
named to the All-Big East First Team. 
Withan8-2recordand 3.55 ERA, O Hare, 
a southpaw, was the winningest Hoya 
pitcher last season. However, last year’s 
18-34 record means Georgetown has a lot 
of room for improvement. 

Mason began his Georgetown coach- 
ing career in 1994, with a team that had 
gone 7-22 the year before. In his first year 
as head coach, the Hoyas improved to 17- 
31-1. Now in his fourth year, Mason hopes 
this year’s influx of 10 freshmen will 
breathe new life into the squad. Two fresh- 

men will be in this weekend's starting 
lineup against Duke. Shortstop Josh 
Corman and catcher Frank Soos will make 
a smooth transition from high school to 
collegiate play, according to Mason. 

“[Sat., Feb. 15] will be their first game 
playing collegiately, but I don’t think it’s 
an issue,” he said. “They both came from 

two successful high school programs. 

Theyre used to playing competitively.” 
With se many freshmen, as well as 11 

sophomores, Mason wants to sec leader- 
-ship from the team’s six seniors. “Cer- 
tainly, we will look to the seniors to be a 
catalyst for the team,” he said. 

Senior co-captains Matt O’Brien and 
Scott Fergerson are standouts, according 
to Mason. Center fielder O’Brien, who 
batted .285 and had a .963 fielding per- 
centage, isa four-year starter forthe Hoyas. 
Fergerson, the starting second baseman, 
fielded 93 percent of his attempts last 
season. . 

Baseball, like other Hoya squads, com- 

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING 
FOR RENT... HURRY! 

A FEW GOOD ONES ARE STILL AVAILABLE 

* BURLEITH/FOXHALL VILLAGE 
(4 BLOCKS/10 MIN. WALK TO G.U.) 

* A/C; W/D; UPDATED; FURNISHED! 
* AVAILABLE AUGUST 97 
* 2 BEDROOM TO 6 BEDROOM 

DONT GET LEFT OUT WITHOUT HOUSING FOR NEXT YEAR... 

CALL DIANE AT 202-342-0307/333-6161 

petesin the Big East Conference. But with 
no scholarships for baseball, Mason feels 
the heat in a conference ranked 1 1th in the 
nation. “Being the only team in the Big 
East without scholarships definitely puts 
us behind the eight ball.” he said. 

Mason remains optimistic, however, 
and is pleased with the improvement he 
has seen in his tenure on the Hilltop. “Our 
record last year was better than the year 
before. We're trying to improve slowly, 
trying to win 20 games.” The last year the 
Hoyas won 20 games and had a winning 
season came in 1986 when their record 
was 23-22. 

Georgetown travels to Durham, N.C., 
Sat. Feb 15 and 16, for a two-game series 
with Duke. Although it will be the Hoyas’ 
season opener, the Blue Devils have al- 

ready played five games this season. 
“I think it'll be a good game,” said 

Mason. “Last year we lost to them in a 
close double header, 2-0 and 3-0. We can 
compete with them.” 

  

        
   

  

           

    
  

Tre Hoya COMMUNITY CALENDAR 
  

  

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14 

MAKE SOMEONE ELSE'S DAY EXTRA SPECIAL WITH A KISS. 

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!!! 

TAKE YOUR VALENTINE TO A GREAT PLAY! 

  

$5. $3 students 

8:00 pm "The Talented Tenth" by Richard Wesley 

Walsh Black Box performed by Georgetown's Black Theater Ensemble 

Performances February 15(3pm and 8pm), 16(5:30 pm), 

21(8pm), and 22(3pm). 

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15 

7-9 pm "Legacy Awards," An awards ceremony dedicated to paying tribute 

Gaston Hall and respect to the leaders who are paving the way for the next 

generation of black leaders. Honorees include: Congressman Jesse 

Jackson Jr., Marian Wright-Edleman. 
  

  

  

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16 

5:00 pm Sophomore Class Committee Meeting 

1CC 213 (Help us organize class trips. community 

service events, and fundraisers.) 

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 17 

7:30 pm "Blacks in Films." PT. 3: "America's Dream." 

Reiss 103 (Informal discussion to follow.) 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19 

7-9 pm "Walking on Eggshells : Abusive Dating Relationships" 

ICC 104 Dr. Christina Riebling 
  

Wednesday, February 19 

Thursday, February 20 

Saturday, February 22 

FALL 97 HOUSING APPLICATIONS 

Males in Class of 2000 seeking apartments apply, 9-5. 

Females in Class of 2000 seeking apartments apply, 9-5. 

Classes of "98 & "99 select housing. 

  

0789 to register.   SPECIAL COURSE COMING UP 

Starting February 25, the DC RAPE CRISIS CENTER is offering a month long self 

defense class, to be held on Tuesday and Thursday nights from 7:00 - 8:30 p.m. Call 202-232-   
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UConn 

Simply 

The Best 
02-67. FORTUNATELY, THE 

score doesn’t tell the story of 
the game or I'd be out of a 

job. So here's the story: 
The No. 1 UConn Huskies are 

the best college women’s basketball 
team [ve ever seen play. Coming 

from 
Louisiana, 

part of the 
Southeast- 
ern 
Confer- 
ence, I've 

seen some 
pretty good, 

women’s 

hoops in 
my time. 
However, 

the 
Huskies epitomize what a basket- 
ball team should be. 

Senior Kara Wolters, center for 
Connecticut said of her team, 
“We're playing at a level right now 
that's extraordinary.” 

During their pre-game warmup, 
the Huskies looked more like a 
Broadway chorus line than 

basketball players, as they put in 
layup after layup. They were fast, 
they were accurate and their timing 
was perfect. 

Kimberly Smith, Georgetown’s 
sophomore guard, said unity was 
UConn’s greatest strength. 

Each Huskie always knows 
where her teammates are on the 
floor. The Huskies do not depend on 
any one player to create their 
offense. Junior guard Nykesha Sales 
scored a game-high 22 points. but it 

just as easily could have been 
Wolters or senior forward Carla 
Berube. Wolters and Berube each 
notched 21 points to lead their team 
in the Huskies 98-58 defeat of the 
Hoyas, Jan. 3. 

At 6-foot-7, Wolters is in a 
position to dominate the women’s 
game. When she picked up her 
second personal foul on Smith, I felt 
genuinely bad for Smith, and not 
just because she missed both free 
throws. Wolters has 11 inches of 
height and probably 100 pounds of 
weight on Smith. Yet, Connecticut 
showed it is capable of playing 
without her. Hampered by a left leg 
injury, Wolters played only 23 
minutes. She managed to grab 17 
points and 19 boards, mostly 
because she was so much taller than 
anyone else on the court. 

Wolters is a perfectionist, not 
content to beat Georgetown by 35 
points. “Sometimes we beat teams 
by 20 or 30, but it’s not enough,” 
she said. 

Four of the Huskies players 
scored in double figures, compared 
to two of the Hoyas. Smith and 
senior forward Ebiho Ahonkhai 
lead Georgetown with 12 points 
each. One might say the Hoyas’ 
offense was not at its best Thursday 
as Georgetown shot a dismal 22.2 
percent from the field the first half. 
The Hoyas free-throw percentage 

was also sub-par: 52.2 percent for 
the game, compared to their season 
average of 69.3. 

Nerves. 

Connecticut is 24-0 and the top- 
ranked women’s college basketball 
team in the nation. The last time 

  

KATE 

JAMES 

Endzone 

    

  

  
  
Sophomore Sylita Thomas shoots over Connecticut's Kara Wolters Thursday. 
  

  

Huskies Manhandle Hoyas 
All-American Wolters Grabs 19 Rebounds 
By Sean P. FLYNN 
Hoya STarE WRITER 
  

Connecticut has not lost a regular-season game 

since Jan. 15, 1996, and that did not change last 
night, as the No. 1 Huskies pummeled Georgetown 
102-67 in McDonough Arena. 

A McDonough record, standing-room-only 
crowd of 2,384, saw the visiting Huskies (23-0, 14- 
0 Big East Six) display the depth that has made 
them one of America’s most dominating teams for 
the last four years. 

The Hoyas dropped to 14-8 overall and 7-8 in the 
Big East Seven, halfa game behind Providence for 
the division lead. 

Six-foot-7 senior center Kara Wolters showed 
wh she isa two-time All American, making seven 
o’ aine shots for 17 points while grabbing a season- 
"igh 19 rebounds and blocking two shots. 

“We wanted to double-team [ Wolters] wherever 
we could,” said Georgetown Head Coach Patrick 

Knapp. “But we also wanted a hand in the face of 
some other players.” 

Those “other players” starring for UConn in- 

cluded junior guard Nykesha Sales, who scored 22 

points, grabbed eight rebounds and made six steals. 
Most of her damage came in the first half, when she 
shot 7-for-13 to net 18 points while forcing four 
Georgetown turnovers. 

“When Nykesha gets in that kind of zone. it’s 
always fun to watch,” Wolters said. 

Senior forward Carla Berube added 18 points 

while junior guard Rita Williams scored 13. 
It was the Hoyas’ dreadful shooting, however, 

that separated them from the Huskies. The 
Georgetown defense was successful at staving off 
UConn’s powerful offensive attack in the firsthalf, 

forcing 10 turnovers. But the Hoyas shot only 22 
percent from the field for the half, missing all seven 
three-pointers attempted. 

For the game, Georgetown was 32.5 percent 
from the field and 20 percent from three-point 
territory. The Hoyas, usually a 69-percent free- 
throw-shooting team, only shot 52 percent from the 
stripe last night. 

Sophomore guard Kimberly Smith tied for the 
team high with 12 points but missed all six of her 
free throws and all five of her treys en route to a 6- 
for-16 shooting night. She also grabbed a team- 
high eight rebounds. 

“We had better opportunities tonight than 
we did six weeks ago [at Connecticut],” Knapp 
said. 

Forward Ebiho Ahonkhai was the only other 
Hoya in double-digits with 12 points. Junior 
guard Kim Gallon led the team in assists with six 
but shot a dismal 2-for-11. 

The Huskies broke the game open midway 

through firsthalf. After Smith’s layup cut UConn’s 
lead to 14-10 with 12:17 left, the Huskies went on 

an 18-4 tear, aided by seven points by Sales and 
four Georgetown turnovers. Connecticut furthered 
its lead witha 14-2 runin the end of the second half. 

Reid Reclaims Place at GU 
New Assistant Coach Familiar with Hoya Basketball 
By Patrick HrRuBy 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

Did Niki Reid ever really leave? 
For a visitor to the women’s basket- 

ball office, it is difficult to tell, because 
the past and present seem to intersect. 

There is Reid, smiling brightly from 
above the reception desk, in a framed, 
autographed copy of the Hoyas” 1992- 
93 team portrait. 

Here is Reid, in a picture that hangs at 
the far end of Head Coach Patrick 
Knapp’s rectangular office, her slight, 
5-foot-3 frame nearly engulfing 5-foot- 
8 teammate Tricia Penderghastinapost- 
game hug. 

There is Reid again, this time on a 
videotape marked “Women's B-Ball ’92- 
93.” Her flickering image buries a pair of 
overtime three-pointers as Georgetown 
edges Miami, 90-88, in a triple-overtime 
thriller; then, at Storrs, Conn., she con- 
nects on a leaning, last-second three- 
pointer in the Big East Tournament semi- 
finals to give Georgetown a 64-62 win 
over Connecticut — a team the Hoyas 

have notbeaten since. The Hoyas wenton 
todefeat St. John’s to capture the Big East 
crown. 

And sitting next to a stack of video- 
tape, pulling together scouting reports 
from hours of game footage? 

Here is Niki Reid: the Hoyas’ newest 
assistaft coach. 

She returns to the program where, as a 
player, she enjoyed tremendous success. 
A 1993 graduate, she was a four-year 
starter for a Hoya program that posted 
back-to-back 20-win seasonsand reached 
the NCAA Sweet 16 her senior year. As 
a sophomore, she captured the team’s 
Best Defensive Player award, and as a 
junior, she was named team MVP. 

would someday be a coach did not al- 

ways see eye-to-eye with the Hoya coach- 
ing staff during her first two seasons. 

“In her first couple of years here, she 

was very difficult to coach and commu- 
nicate with because she was so head- 

strong,” Knapp said. 

Reid puts it more bluntly. 
“When I first got here.” she said, “I 

was kind of out there.” 

But if Reid was stubborn, she was 
also smart. From the outset, Knapp 
knew his young point guard had a good 
mind for the game. 

“She was clearly a student ofthe game,” 
he said. “I didn’t have to teach her any 
defense when she got here ... she was so 
well-schooled in defense that she taught 
her teammates how to play defense. We 
would teach them something, [and then] 
she would talk to them and reiterate it.” 

By Reid’s junior year, she and Knapp 
had found a middle ground. She could 
come to Knapp and express her views in 
a non-disruptive way. Knapp, for his 
part, would respect those views. In fact, 
as Reid matured and assumed the role of 
floor general, Knapp said he could con- 
fidently seek out her opinion. 

“I would go to Niki as a junior and 
senior,” Knapp said, “and say, ‘look, 
we're thinking of jumping the pick and 
roll in this instance. What do you think? 

What are you comfortable with?” 
“Now, do you do that with every- 

body? No. This is not a democracy, 
when you walk in the locker room and 
then you get six votes for jumping the 
pick and roll and six not. There are 
certain players that you can do that with, 
and she happened to be one.” 

On the court, Reid did nothing to 
damage Knapp’s trust. As a senior, she 
played the best ball of her career, 
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Former Hoya point guard Niki Reid (CAS 93) has come back to Georgetown basketball as an assistant coach. 

quarterbacking the Hoyas to a potential 
bid in the NCAA Tournament. 

Then, with a month remaining in the 
season and the Hoyas’ tournament 
chances still up in the air, she tore liga- 
ments in her right knee. 

But rather than get the necessary sur- 
gery right away, she taped up the knee 
and kept playing. She played all the way 
into the NCAAs, where she hurt her 

other knee. 

It wasn’t enough. Reid, playing on 
two bad knees, watched Georgetown 

fall to Virginia in the round of 16. Her 
playing days were through. 

In the spring of 1993, she received her 
degree in sociology and looked to the 
future. 

“When I graduated, I did know that I 
wanted to get back into college basket- 
ball somehow,” she said. “I didn’t know 

when and where ... [ kind of wanted to 

while, seeing that I would have been 

very close in age with the players. I 
needed to get away and experience dif- 
ferent things.” 

So Reid, a native of Hampton, Va., 
joined the Teach for America program. 
She moved to the Bronx, N.Y., where 

she taught the sixth grade at Intermedi- 
ate School 74. For two years, she taught 
and counseled there. 

Then the phone rang.   
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Freshman point guard Ed Sheffey looks to turn up the speed against Providence guard God Shammgod Wednesday. 

By Ken THomAs 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

The bubble hasn’t burst. At least not yet. 
Following a three-point loss at Syracuse Satur- 

day, the Hoyas showcased their traditionally strong 

defense and calmly sank their foul shots down the 
stretch to hold. off Providence Wednesday, 75-69. 

Georgetown (15-8, 8-7) kept alive its post-season 
tournament chances with the win, gaining a game 
in the Big East 7 on the second-place Friars (17-7, 
8-5). 

Following a dismal 10-for-23 performance from 
the charity stripe against Syracuse, Georgetown 
learned from its mistakes. In the last five minutes 
of the game, the Hoyas hit 11 of 14 free throws to 
keep the Friars at bay. 

* “I thought free throws played a very significant 
role at the end of the game,” said Head Coach John 
Thompson. “At the end of the ballgame attimes we 
[have] lost our focus. [But] it goes without saying 
that we beat a good team.” 

the sluggish shooting night from leading scorer 
sophomore guard Victor Page. In what would be 

eight turnovers. 
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* but that’s because we expect so much of him. In 
crunch time he has to make the plays for us.” 

And much to the Friars’ dismay, Page contin- 
ued to make the big shots when it counted. With 
5:15 to play in the second half and the Hoyas 
nursing a 59-54 lead, Page splashed a three- 
pointer from the top of the key after senior 
center Ya-Ya Dia won the scramble for a loose 
ball in the paint. As Page slid backward across 
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